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Hello and welcome to the latest edition of CONTACT.
Normality – can we even

industry, with Dame Irene Hays, owner of

say we know what it

Sunderland-headquartered Hays Travel, who

means anymore?

provides a picture of how the business has

Such have been the
changes to our lives
since March last year

different landscape.
We also look at the traditional high street – an

that any semblance of routine and regularity has

arena facing numerous challenges well before

become masked – pun very much intended – by

coronavirus forced store closures – and assess

unbounded uncertainty.

its future, speaking to Fenwick chief executive

Indeed, even as we finalised this edition of

John Edgar about how the Newcastle-based

CONTACT, the Government was announcing

department store has bolstered its appeal to

plans to delay the further easing of COVID-19

shoppers.

restrictions in England amid rising cases of the

And we also highlight the significance of the
arts and cultural sector on our lives and the

Delta variant.

importance of business engagement with it,

For all the positivity (and well-deserved
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modified its offer to meet the dramatically

praise) of the NHS’ mass vaccination

in light of Government funding cut proposals,

programme roll out, it remains abundantly clear

while chatting to Dance City’s Anand Bhatt

we must stay vigilant and continue to adapt

about how the Newcastle and Sunderland-

to the ever-fluctuating situation to ensure our

based venue is putting its best foot forward to

region, and the wider country, moves to a place

return confidence to the sphere.
Sunshine holidays, retail therapy and some

of greater security.
The scene is the same in the business world,
where the pandemic has forced operators to
make significant alterations to everyday tasks

some welcome normality?
Thank you to everyone who has contributed
to this edition, and to our partners and

foundations for their respective futures.

advertisers who continue to support CONTACT.
Your backing is very much appreciated.

the firms and individuals who have done – and
I hope you enjoy this issue.

continue to do – just that.
We look at COVID-19’s impact on the travel

Steven
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for companies; continuing to push for greater inclusivity and

travel landscape has taken on an altogether different look. But,
says Dame Irene Hays, owner of Sunderland-based Hays Travel,
there remains scope for much optimism.
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STA R S A L I G N T O
DELIVER OUT OF THIS
WORLD PARTNERSHIP
When tourism bosses behind Northumberland
International Dark Sky Park looked to build
on its reputation as one of the UK’s premier
astronomical hotspots, they turned to
Newcastle-based creative and digital marketing
agency Drummond Central.
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WHERE NEXT FOR OUR HIGH STREETS?

FULL STEAM AHEAD ON GROWTH JOURNEY

With our high streets continuing to face significant challenges,

Famed for its place in history as the cradle of the railways,

many of which have been exacerbated by the COVID-19

Darlington now has its eyes set firmly on the future. With an

pandemic, Arlen Pettitt, North East England Chamber of

impending 1000-plus-job Government campus complementing

Commerce knowledge development manager, looks at the future

£100 million railway station redevelopment plans, a business

of our traditional retail environment.

park expansion and numerous cultural sector investments, the
town is moving forward at pace.
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New deal puts
wind in JDR’s
sails
A subsea cable maker has secured a
German wind farm contract.
Hartlepool-based JDR is supporting
Parkwind’s Arcadis Ost 1 offshore
development.
Bosses say the business will supply
45 kilometres of cabling, which will
connect the wind farm’s 27 turbines. It
will also provide technical and testing
support.

JDR’s Hartlepool plant

WL Distillery’s Scott Wilson-Laing

The cabling is expected to be installed
on the energy scheme, which sits close
to Rügen island in Germany’s far North East, in 2022.
Wojtek Skoczylas, JDR’s chief sales officer, said: “The German Baltic Sea is a central
hub for the offshore wind industry, and we can see it going from strength-to-strength.
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“Just last year, German North Sea wind farms produced more electricity in one year
than ever before.
“So, we’re not only delighted to be a part of this growth, but we’re also proud to mark
Sunderland’s Hyperdrive Innovation designs, develops and manufactures
battery systems for sectors including agriculture, construction and mining

INVESTMENT

expertise of our team to help deliver success for their first international offshore wind
project.”

Region will “drive electric
revolution” after £100 million
Turntide investment
The North East is primed to “drive the electric revolution” following

our first contract with Parkwind by providing the innovative solutions and technical

Officials say it will combine its patented Smart Motor System™

The German contract comes just weeks after JDR revealed a deal to support the
Leucate development, which is one of France’s largest floating offshore wind farms.

TECHNOLOGY

Partnership drives up delivery
efficiency

by an operator backed by Bill Gates, it has been claimed.

Gateshead to improve efficiency and drive down energy use and

A local authority has halved delivery times on a school holiday scheme thanks to

waste, initially across the commercial and industrial vehicle, rail,

support from a technology firm.

Matt Boyle, managing director of Turntide Transport – launched
by California’s Turntide Technologies – says the deals “bring
together two world-leading capabilities” that will “simplify the path
to sustainable transport”.
According to its plans, Turntide – which counts Bill Gates’
Breakthrough Energy Ventures and Robert Downey Jr’s FootPrint

marine and aerospace sub-sectors. Hyperdrive Innovation is known
for making battery packs, with BorgWarner Gateshead reputed for
producing power electronics for a wide range of vehicles.
Matt said: “We are excited to make Gateshead a centre for
our innovation in sustainable transport, a move that reflects our
confidence in the engineering capability and the region.”
Ian Gilthorpe, senior partner at Square One Law, which advised

Coalition Ventures as investors – will create a Gateshead base

Turntide on the acquisitions, added: “These investments provide a

that will harness the skills of its North East partners to “modernise

significant boost to the North East’s role in the electrification of the

intelligent motor systems”.

economy.”

A County Durham spirit maker is
toasting success after receiving global
acclaim.
WL Distillery was awarded the silver
medal at the London Spirits Competition
2021 for its 1st Edition gin.
The business, based in South Hetton,
aspects of quality, value and packaging.

with the technology of Hyperdrive Innovation and BorgWarner

Innovation and BorgWarner Gateshead.

Gin maker raises
glass to accolade

scored highly in the three judging

a £100 million investment that includes the acquisition of two firms
Turntide Transport has acquired Sunderland’s Hyperdrive

AWARDS

Gateshead Council worked with Newcastle-based The Algorithm People to improve
efficiency across its Brighten The Day initiative, which provides free meals to families.
Using The Algorithm People’s My Transport Planner route optimisation platform,
bosses say routes and schedules were improved, meaning quicker distribution and lower
emissions.
Michael Walker, Gateshead Council poverty lead, said: “My Transport Planner has
made a massive difference, halving the time it takes for each driver to complete their
route from eight hours to just four.
“This has led to savings on fuel, which reduces costs and emissions, which supports
the council’s long-term plans on climate change.”

Scott Wilson-Laing, of
WL Distillery, said: “We are committed
to ensuring a fresh and classic authentic
gin experience for customers.
“The silver medal demonstrates the
spirits we are making are the kind that
bar managers and mixologists want to
stock and that spirits drinkers enjoy
drinking.
“We have a number of exciting plans
in the pipeline and look forward to
unveiling these in the coming months.”
The London Spirits Competition
is an annual judging of international
spirits organised by the Beverage Trade
Network.
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Hodgson Sayers raises roof
with Abbey improvements

Swinburne Maddison helps
Chopwell community project

A roofing and building maintenance firm has received praise for its work

A law firm has added its support to help return some community cheer to a

on a historic structure.

former Gateshead mining village. Swinburne Maddison has completed a lease

Hodgson Sayers carried out extensive repairs to Hexham Abbey’s roof.

agreement that is allowing Chopwell Regeneration Group (CRG) to transform an

The project included the removal of failed fixings and battens, the

ex-Lloyds Bank building into an enterprise and welfare centre.

repair and treatment of decayed and infested timber, installation of

Officials say the base – known as The Bank – will feature a café, space for

new guttering and flashing, and re-laying of existing and recovered

employability training, and rooms for small businesses when it opens later this

Westmorland slate tiles.

year.

John Sayers, managing director at Hodgson Sayers, which is based in

said: “We were delighted to be able to help lay the foundations for an

buildings in the country, making it a true gem in the region’s crown.

organisation that looks set to make such a positive social contribution within this

“The majority of the works were completed during the pandemic, so
John Sayers, Hodgson Sayers’ managing director, with Reverend
David Glover, rector of Hexham Abbey, and Richard Thornton, chair
of the property committee at Hexham Abbey

Victoria Walton, real estate partner at Durham-based Swinburne Maddison,

Stanley, County Durham, said: “The Abbey is one of the earliest Christian

the timing couldn’t have been better as the UK continues on a roadmap
to a more normal way of life.”

part of Gateshead.”
Jodie Barwick-Bell, CRG chair, added: “Since the mine closed in the 1960s,
the village has been in decline and this facility will make an enormous difference

Jodie Barwick-Bell, left, chair of the Chopwell Regeneration
Group, with Swinburne Maddison’s real estate partner
Victoria Walton. They are pictured outside Chopwell’s
former Lloyds Bank building

to our community.”
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EMPLOYMENT

Plea made for
firms to use fresh
jobs scheme
North East businesses must look more
closely at recruiting staff through a
new Government programme, a charity
has said. Newcastle-based Reviving

MANUFACTURING

Demand hoists orders higher at
flagpole maker

The Heart of the West End (RHWE) wants
more firms to consider the Kickstart
Scheme amid reports the region has the
lowest national uptake.
According to the Government, the
initiative provides funding to create new

A flagpole maker has hailed its momentum after securing “a series of new contracts

jobs for 16 to 24-year-olds on Universal

worth six figures” with national housebuilders.

Credit who are at risk of long-term

Harrison Flagpoles is designing and supplying pennants and poles to firms
including Redrow and Taylor Wimpey.
Founded in 1987, the Newton Aycliffe-based business has worked with
housebuilders for more than 20 years, but says the stamp duty holiday extension

unemployment. Alexandra Johnson,
RHWE chief executive, said: “We’ve seen
organisations thrive from these fullyfunded placements.

and pent-up demand fuelled by the COVID-19 pandemic has added fresh impetus to

“It is a win-win situation.”

its order book.

Alexandra added RHWE will work with

Anthony Leonard, sales and marketing director, said: “We’re looking forward to

employers and young people to find

supplying more housebuilders with the high-quality flags and flagpoles they need

a strong match that will benefit both

to market their developments.”

parties.

ENGINEERING

Osbit hits milestone in tower
creation
An engineer has reached a landmark moment in an energy project.
Osbit says its Smart Tower System is now standing at its full
40-metre height following installation of its top section.
The latest phase of work was completed at Wilton Engineering
Services, in Port Clarence, near Middlesbrough, where the tower has
been fabricated.
The apparatus, known as a well intervention tower system, is
being built for FTAI Ocean and upon its completion, bosses say it
will be used on the M/V Pride vessel to support offshore energy
operations.
Steve Bedford, Osbit director, said: “The achievement of this
important milestone is a real testament to the capabilities of our
team, close collaboration between Osbit and FTAI Ocean, and the
dedication of our North East supply chain.
“This system is the culmination of our extensive expertise and
strong reputation in the design and build of well intervention and
offshore handling systems.
“As a business, it is rewarding for us to see this world-class piece
of kit successfully coming together and we are very much looking
forward to delivering the completed system to FTAI Ocean.”

NEWS

NEWS

ENGINEERING

Tekmar Group
eyes growth
with £12 million
investment plan
A County Durham marine engineer has

TRADE

unveiled £12 million investment plans as it

Jobs vow as
airline launches
freight service

aims to double revenue within five years.
Tekmar Group says it will pump
cash into operations to “reinforce its

ENGINEERING

Heather, Emma, Amy and Tony Williamson, with Abby Dorani and Sarah
Hall, of Hay & Kilner Law Firm, who advised on the deal

Family firm moves into new hands
A couple are heading towards a well-earned retirement
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after handing over their business venture of more than 30 years.
Heather and Tony Williamson have sold AWL Inspection & NDT
Services to Warrington-based British Engineering Services Group
for an undisclosed sum.
However, the couple’s daughters Emma and Amy are staying
with the South Shields-based business, along with its 12-strong
team.
Furthermore, while Heather is retiring now, Tony is staying on a
little longer as a consultant, with Emma stepping into her father’s
shoes to lead operations.

The business provides non-destructive testing and inspection
services, such as materials sampling and radiographic testing,

industry leadership position as a trusted
partner for offshore wind customers”.
The Newton Aycliffe-based company

off from the region, with bosses

increases across its enquiry and order books, to £273 million and £14.5million,

promising a “significant number” of

respectively, despite the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

jobs and help for companies to break

The firm was helped during its reporting period, which covered the year to March 31,

and works with clients nationally that include Fastflow Energy

by a UK-based contract worth more than £4.5 million to retrofit offshore wind cable

Services and National Grid.

protection. Alasdair MacDonald, chief executive, said: “We have traded resiliently during

Heather says: “We’ve come a long way over the last 34 years.

these unprecedented times, supported by the strength of our market-leading position in

“The business’ success has been down to the hard work,

offshore wind and the commitment of our people.

commitment and dedication of our team, and it was important they
would be looked after by whoever we chose to take the business
forward.
“We are happy to be leaving the business in a position where it
can continue to thrive.”

A new global freight airline is taking

revealed its ambitions in annual financial results that showed 22 and 45 per cent

“We are in a period of transition, both for Tekmar and the industry more broadly, and
our refreshed strategy gives us great confidence in this maturing and evolving industry.
“We are managing this transition from a strong position and will continue to focus on
delivering our innovative technology, expertise and services in tandem with re-focusing
our efforts to deliver accelerated, profitable growth.”

into “lucrative untapped markets”.
ZFG Air has unveiled services at
Newcastle International Airport.
Officials say its twice-weekly
operations, due to start in late June,
will initially focus on Dubai and
Hong Kong, with further routes to
the USA and Europe expected to be
announced later this year.
They say the venture has
already created several jobs across
commercial, administrative and
financial departments, as well as flight

CARE

LOGISTICS

Leonard Cheshire’s support for Marvel-lous event

Barbour extends relationship with
Port of Tyne

A care service provider has championed the efforts of its supporters and community ahead of a month-long challenge.
Leonard Cheshire is backing those involved in the Marvel Comics-inspired At Home Superheroes event, which takes place between
July 17 and August 14.
Open to anyone who considers themselves to have a disability, the programme encourages participants to conquer missions that can
be completed at home, in a park or street, or in a local green space.
Challenges can last an hour, a day or the whole month, and be embarked upon with fellow ‘Sidekick’ family members, friends and
supporters.
Ruth Owen, Leonard Cheshire chief executive, said: “It’s going to be a super summer of sport and At Home Superheroes is perfectly
placed to get disabled people involved.
“We share a similar ethos and are thrilled to be associated with an event that encourages pan-disability participation in such an
innovative way.”

and ground operations, with further
posts in the pipeline.
John Quinney, chief executive, said:
“This is good news for every company
intent on breaking into lucrative
untapped markets in various parts of

A clothing brand has expanded its partnership with a port operator. South Shields’
Barbour has agreed a new warehouse deal with neighbouring Port of Tyne.
Officials say the tie-up will provide Barbour with increased support around stock
control and operational accuracy.
Derek Middleton, Barbour’s head of distribution, said: “The port team has been great

the world.
“We are offering a seamless,
cost-effective, door-to-door freight
solution.”
Leon McQuaid, the airport’s head

to work with and we have identified the best solutions to enable us to deliver products

of aviation development, added:

on time this summer.”

“We are delighted ZFG has chosen

Richard Newton, the port’s commercial director, added: “We are able to support

to operate here and look forward to

Barbour throughout the supply chain, from containers and shipping, to warehousing and

working with the team as they grow

transport, reducing delays, road miles and disruption.”

and further invest in their base.”
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LESLEY MOODY MBE – PRESIDENT

Overcoming the challenges
Championing business success stories; extending Brexit support for companies; continuing
to push for greater inclusivity and equality; staying connected in the COVID-19 landscape;
and campaigning to ensure the Government’s levelling-up strategy comes to fruition
Lesley Moody MBE
President
@aesgroup_Lesley

I would like to begin this column by paying tribute to our
Chamber County Durham chair Mike Wade, who sadly passed
away recently.
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Mike spoke at our very last face-to-face Chamber meeting,
the Durham annual review, where he followed a speech by Steve
Cram, who he said was his all-time hero.
Mike will be very much missed for his warm humour and
tireless work on behalf of the North East business community
and young people developing their careers.
Our thoughts are with his family and colleagues at Hodgson
Sayers.
It is a pleasure to welcome you to this issue of CONTACT
magazine, which is full of great stories about Chamber
members’ achievements over the past few months.
Alongside these, we’re also enjoying the fantastic stories that
have arrived in our Business Awards inbox.
After last year’s cancellation due to COVID-19, everyone in the
Chamber is delighted to be able to run these awards.
With so many great entries, judging will be challenging, and
we’re looking forward to supporting our regional winners in the
national British Chambers of Commerce Awards.
This year’s entries show the last year has been busy for
many of our members, despite the challenges faced by some,
including those exporting.

and Discrimination Commission.
Chaired by Nagma Ebanks-Beni MBE, of Prima Cheese, it is

the impact working from home has on
mental health and how young people

charged with looking at how businesses can be more inclusive

in particular have been missing out on

and is invoking tremendous interest from members.

social interaction.

Our Women’s Leadership Forum continues to go from

When I look back over the last

strength-to-strength too under the leadership of Northumbrian

15 months, it’s so encouraging how

Water’s Alix Bolton.

businesses have supported each other,

It is developing two workstreams at present around business
support and the gender pay gap to ensure female entrepreneurs
and employees can access help on fair pay.
Over the past 15 months, since the first lockdown, I’m sure I
speak for everyone when I say how much I have missed face-toface events.
The Chamber continues to do an amazing job enabling us to

(even those who are in competition) and
their local communities.
When Boris Johnson came to power,
levelling up the country was a priority.
I recently met Kwasi Kwarteng,
business, energy and industrial strategy
minister, when he visited the region and

continue to come together through webinars, online networking

shared with him my concern that the

events and breakout rooms that allow for one-to-one catch-ups.

pandemic could have seen levelling up

I really want to pay tribute to the Chamber team; they moved
so quickly to deliver online events and have continued to
maintain a high level of support for members and our region.

be sidelined.
I was pleased to see this had not
happened and that we’re seeing some

It is testament to all the team’s hard work and commitment

promising progress and an encouraging

and to the range and quality of the online offering and support

start with the Teesside freeport and the

that we have continued to welcome new members during this

Treasury’s move into our region.

time.
It’s fair to say working remotely has been very thought

Having said that, with a long way still
to go, we will continue to campaign.

To help businesses tackle Brexit, our export documentation

provoking, as well as sometimes challenging, and Arlen Pettitt,

team has welcomed seven new members – doubling the team.

knowledge development manager at the Chamber, has worked

fantastic new website where everyone

on a report on the future of the workplace.

can keep up to date on our campaigns

Our international team supports companies with everything

On a final note, the Chamber has a

from how to import and export to Europe and beyond, rules of

Several of our members have contributed to this and it

original legislation, customs declarations and building a global

makes for an interesting read on a number of points that

network.

include flexible working – the theme of my presidency – and

upload your good news, so we can all

on issues that might not have been considered before, such as

enjoy the stories.

Previous CONTACT editions reported on our Racial Ethnicity

and see what members are doing.
Please take time to look around it and
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Stars align to deliver out of this
world partnership

“We thought it would be nice to have

research and spending time with young

and rings.”

families, young couples and older visitors.

Duncan continues: “They are probably

When tourism bosses behind Northumberland International Dark Sky Park looked to build on its reputation
as one of the UK’s premier astronomical hotspots, they turned to Newcastle-based creative and digital
marketing agency Drummond Central. Delivering a new brand that unites the park’s modernity with
the county’s rich history, officials say the collaboration leaves the attraction primed to welcome further
constellations of visitors in the months and years ahead. Steven Hugill finds out more

Northumberland was, some said it was

really knows for sure what they are, or

too remote, describing it as cold and

what they were used for, but they are

bleak, and others said there was very

highly decorative and synonymous with

little for them to do up here.

“We submitted the idea and

Northumberland has to offer and it really

logo, which is very clean and attractive,

helped shape our work.

brand identity for Northumberland, and

Northumberland International Dark Sky

his and the Drummond Central team’s

that then proved a natural catalyst for

Park has been a game-changer on that

delight at creating a logo that reflects the

the dark sky park team to reconsider how

front.

“awe-inspiring” sights regularly witnessed

they were handling things,” says Dan,

Dan is equally effusive, describing

above the park, which was awarded its

“Northumberland is one of the darkest

who reveals the stargazing project was

places in England and one of the premier

delivered virtually, owing to COVID-19

stargazing destinations in the UK because

restrictions.

we have access to thousands of stars,

He continues: “We wanted to create

and we hope the new logo will raise our

something that would position the park

profile further and ensure the county

Authority’s visitor development and tourism officer, a unique

as an experience in and of itself, rather

stays top of the list for years to come.”

design befitting of the 572-square-mile venue’s place in history.

than simply as an extension of the Visit

It is, says Duncan Wise, Northumberland National Park

Northumberland brand.

Furthermore, the crest, says Duncan, is emblematic of how

“And we were helped by a really
Dan Appleby

close collaboration and flexibility can achieve forward-thinking
tasked with conjuring fresh ways of working.

Duncan says: “The public’s interest

county’s endless experiences in a new

on our interpretive panels and signage.”

the brand’s centre and a sun in orbit at its top right.

Plenty of us are familiar with the phrase ‘blue sky thinking’ when

“We set about highlighting the

in astrotourism is very strong and

complemented on a white background by a four-pointed star at

16

“Of course, we knew what they were
saying was at direct odds with what

Drummond Central came back with the
and I’m looking forward to us installing it

Drummond Central
www.drummondcentral.co.uk
@drummondcentral

“Some didn’t know where

four to five thousand years old; nobody

Northumberland.

Northumberland International Dark Sky Park
www.visitnorthumberland.com
@VisitNland

visitors, doing mobile ethnography

something that stood out, like the cup

goals.
Having originally been tasked with refining tourism body

But what about ‘dark sky thinking’?

Visit Northumberland’s branding – to which the dark sky park’s

Well, that was the theme of discussion when tourism bosses

promotional materials were aligned – Duncan says creative and

He continues: “The best months for
stargazing, naturally, stretch across
autumn and winter, so the industry has

interesting steer; the cup and rings

extended our tourist season; it has gone

allowed us to deliver something with a

from the traditional Easter to September

lovely authenticity.

period to a full 12 months.

“The brand is clean and modern and

“That means people are now seeing

sought to create a new brand identity for a globally-recognised

digital marketing agency Drummond Central seamlessly took on

global title by the International Dark

really feels like the sort of thing you

Northumberland as a year-round

stargazing location.

responsibility for the astronomy attraction’s new marque.

Sky Association in 2013 for its efforts to

might see when you look upwards.

destination and businesses, whether

Known as the first – and largest – of its kind in England,

combat light pollution.

“When Visit Northumberland revisited its branding, we thought

“When you time it on the right night

they are accommodation providers,

He also says the project provided

in Northumberland, it can be a magical

restaurants or pubs, have benefited – and

that would sit compatibly with that change but have a distinctive

an illuminating insight into prospective

place; there is nothing like the surprise

will continue to – from visitors coming

graphic,” he says.

visitors’ perceptions of the county, which

and delight you get from stargazing.”

out to stargaze.”

and the biggest across Europe to carry gold tier recognition,

it was an opportunity to come up with something of our own

Northumberland International Dark Sky Park has magnetised
galaxies of visitors for years.

laid the foundations for its astronomical

Spanning the entire Northumberland National Park and most

venture.

of Kielder Water and Forest Park, it is the North East’s trademark

“The initial brief from Visit

attraction in a £25 million – and growing – astrotourism industry

Northumberland was to create a best-in-

that supports hundreds of jobs.
And its stellar reputation is set to grow further thanks to new
branding.

the new branding will encourage more
people to take in the county’s matchless

thrilled to be helping the region thrive.

skies and deliver fresh impetus to the

He adds: “We are a North East agency,

class brand and digital experience that

area’s economy following the COVID-19

would reflect being in and around the

pandemic.

on briefs like this, there is nothing more

“We worked hard to understand

North East firms Greggs, I Am Sold and Tor Coatings as clients

Dan is similarly confident, and says that
as a local business, he and his team are

so when we have the opportunity to work

county,” says Dan.

Working with Newcastle’s Drummond Central – which counts

Duncan concurs and adds he hopes

He also says it will play a major role in

satisfying.

building on the success of the county’s

“We get excited about making a real

why many people choose Cornwall, the

first Dark Sky Festival, which took place

officials created a fresh insignia that fuses the modernity of space

Lake District, Yorkshire or Scotland as

digitally in February and attracted more

do that with lovely people.

destinations, rather than Northumberland.

than 4600 people, who watched live

exploration with Northumberland’s ancient past.
Black concentric circles, taking their inspiration from
the county’s famous Neolithic cup and ring carvings, are

Duncan Wise

alongside international operators such as bet365 – tourism

difference, and this was an opportunity to

“We talked to businesses in
Northumberland, as well as potential

“To play a small part in bringing a new

streamed events on subjects including

audience to this area of the country and

the Northern Lights.

add to its economy was really gratifying.”
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Helping businesses manage their
cashflow as they start to reopen
As organisations look for ways to save money and maintain a healthier bottom line during the COVID-19
pandemic, one way to do so is by investing in a smart meter, says the North East England Chamber of
Commerce
North East England Chamber of Commerce
www.neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamber

Cash is king – how businesses can take
control of their outgoings
The impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic will be felt well into the future,
but, for now, businesses are taking their
first steps in gradually reopening.
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Coffee shops and cafes are
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welcoming customers inside,
hairdressers and beauty salons are
switching on the lights and workers are
starting to return to the office.
Despite these first steps, however,
trading will continue to be difficult for
some time, especially for small and
medium-sized firms.
These are the ones that will have seen
their cash flow significantly hit and are
now looking for all the help they can
get in trying to budget and plan for the
future.
How businesses can avoid spending
more than they need to
In these uncertain times, many
businesses are looking for ways to save

of budgeting.
We all want to work smarter not

has three employees, or 3000, we all
should be aware of how much energy

money and maintain a healthier bottom

harder. Smart meters send your gas

we’re using, and a smart meter is a

line.

and electricity readings directly to your

simple way of doing this.

The good news is that getting a

energy supplier, so you don’t have to.

change that could make a big difference.
A smart meter can help businesses

Manage your environmental footprint
It is also important to bear in mind it

take control of their energy bills as they

is everyone’s responsibility to become

enable accurate, not estimated, billing.

more conscious of their environmental

This means they only pay for what they

impact.

use – helping to take the stress out

A smart meter is a positive step in
taking control of business outgoings

smart meter for your business is a small

Regardless of whether your business

and if your firm has ten employees or
fewer, you could be eligible.
To find out more, please contact your
energy supplier or broker.
It could be one of the best calls you
make this week.

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : K I N G S TO N P R O P E R T Y S E R V I C E S

Building a
stronger future
With more than 20 years’ experience of providing
residential building and estate management,
Kingston Property Services is firmly ensconced as a
trusted and valued residential sector partner across
the North East. But, as Steven Hugill finds out,
plans are in place for the operator – which is part of
Bernicia Group – to bolster its standing yet further
Kingston Property Services
www.kingstonpropertyservices.co.uk
@BerniciaGroup

once did – providing trusted and valued management that

hundreds of thousands of pounds to

guarantees residents are safe in their respective castles.

worthy causes.
It also recently funded the delivery

Block and estate management, communal landscaping
services, building safety and service charge collections to name

of food parcels and craft activities to

just a few services, as well as the sales and lettings operator

hundreds of North East families during

Living Spaces – which is a trading division alongside Kingston

the COVID-19 pandemic.
Colin says: “Our foundations are built

Property Services under the Bernicia Commercial banner – mean

on transparency, honesty and flexibility,

its scale of delivery is vast.

and we are very committed to our status

“The majority of our work has, over the last 20 years, been

as a not-for-profit organisation.

block management,” says Colin Ord, director at Bernicia

“We take great pride in seeing any

Commercial.

profits that we make invested into

“Managing blocks of flats is our forte; it has been, and

community projects across the region,

continues to be, the main bulk of our work.

such as new social housing, reading hubs

“If there is an issue to be resolved, we work with residents to

or a community centre refurbishment

ensure it is put right quickly and efficiently.

programme, all funded through the

“Furthermore, we are qualified members of the ARMA-Q

Bernicia Foundation.

regulatory body, which means we are recognised for delivering

“We are very proud of what we do

highly professional standards, as well as being very accountable

and proud of the region in which we

and transparent.
If, as the proverb says, an Englishman’s home is his castle, then
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“We are a big player in the field, especially in the North East.

work; our vans carry the slogan ‘putting

“In addition, Living Spaces works as a traditional estate

pride in place’ to emphasise that.

Kingston Property Services is ideally placed to ensure people

agency and provides property management services to private

lead safe and comfortable lives.

landlords on hundreds of properties, in the process providing

much as we can too, and this ensures we

us with an ever-increasing foothold in the sales and lettings

can monitor performance and change

market.”

where necessary.

After all, its back story links to a real bastion of security in the
region – Bamburgh Castle.
Back in the sixth century, the ruling Bernician elite – whose

“We always use local contractors as

“Other companies provide their own

But, reveals Colin, its breadth of service is set to expand

kingdom covered Northumberland, Durham and a pocket of

further still, with plans in place to strengthen Kingston Property

South East Scotland – built the first incarnation of the famed

Services’ existing support for the maintenance of green spaces

coastal fortress.

on new build housing developments.

in-house contractors, which does not
offer the client any choice regarding
“It is a long-term plan and we’re

Group, also says the move will include a

performance and cost.

Today, as a crucial component in Ashington-headquartered

As local authorities reduce the number of new sites they

housing association Bernicia Group, Kingston Property Services,

adopt for upkeep, Kingston Property Services’ market traction

the moment, although the figure will be

based on Newcastle’s Kingston Park, covers the entirety of the

continues to increase, which Colin says will be bolstered by the

dictated to some extent by the number

would like to receive annual charges by

Teesside-based operator, and if we’re

North East and beyond – just as its parent company’s namesake

creation of a new division to be known as Open Spaces.

and timing of developments coming into

email, rather than post, and then go on

up in Berwick, we will work with a

management.”

the website to pay, we will be able to do

Northumberland company.

Focused solely on estates’ landscaping, he says a number
of jobs will be created, with specialists working on specific
developments to ensure continuous and efficient service.

looking at taking on around 20 people at

Colin continues: “We will be
employing people from the North East

significantly stronger digital platform.

“For example, if we are working

He adds: “If, for example, people

in Middlesbrough, we will look for a

that.”
While its provision is evolving to

“Our ethos is to ensure that our
property managers, where possible, are

and they will be specialists, who will

bolster services, one area that Colin

never more than an hour away from any

come up on the rails,” says Colin, who, prior to his role with

each focus on specific developments

says will remain steadfast is the

site they manage.”

Kingston Property Services, enjoyed a successful career in retail

and have detailed knowledge of

organisation’s integrity and commitment

and business banking with Barclays.

estates, which will help deliver efficient

to the communities it supports and the

committed, the Bernicia Group has

resolutions to any issues that may arise.

businesses that operate therein.

a voluntary board, and all of the

“We are seeing the estates management side of things really

“It is a very important provision, and we work with developers
of all sizes; they like that we are a North East business and that

“They will also be geographically

Highlighting Bernicia Group’s – and

He adds: “Our staff are very

businesses in Bernicia Commercial

we are very approachable, honest and have a proven and strong

based, so will have the ability to pop out

therefore Kingston Property Services’ –

correlate together to help us achieve

reputation.

to sites easily if needed.”

not-for-profit status, he says a key part

great success.

“We have significant proposed business and are very much

Colin, whose career with Kingston

planning for future growth, which will be helped by Open

Property Services began when he took

Spaces.

on a leasehold management role with

of such continued focus will be the
£1 million Bernicia Foundation.
Established in 2019 to help people

“With the momentum we have, and
the impending addition of Open Spaces,
it all represents a big positive.

Cheviot Housing, the company that

access employment opportunities,

Property Services continuing to assume responsibility for the

ultimately became his current employer

support those with disabilities and tackle

diverse and position us really well for the

areas it always has, such as block management.

after being absorbed into Bernicia

loneliness, it has already distributed

future.”

“It will look after new build estate management, with Kingston

“It will make us that little bit more
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The changing landscape
of business travel
With the COVID-19 pandemic continuing to dramatically alter travel plans worldwide, Jack
Simpson, North East England Chamber of Commerce training and global network adviser, sees
an opportunity to retain strong international trade relations while delivering watershed
climate action

Jack Simpson
jack.simpson@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberJack
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S

audade; the Portuguese word for an emotional or
nostalgic longing for something.
I certainly felt saudade as the Government
announced Portugal was moving back to only
essential travel restrictions and would disappoint many
eagerly anticipating a return to international travel.
But the signs of reopening are showing.
International athletics returned to Gateshead in front of a
stadium audience in May and the staging of the Euro 2020 football
tournament in June will bring a sense of hope and (hopefully) relief
after another nine months in lockdown, that the world is slowly, but
surely, reopening.
Outside of leisure travelling, business travel is firmly back on the
radar.
The UK hosted a meeting of G7, welcoming international
leaders in Cornwall, to discuss global efforts to ‘build back’ from
the pandemic.
Alongside this, the Chamber Network hosted a virtual C7, with
global businesses joining to debate key issues on COVID-19, geopolitics and climate change.
This is very promising to see. Business travel is vital for
closing deals and gaining competitive advantages.
Oxford Economics estimates that a rise of ten per cent in
business travel equals to around five per cent in exports, and a
travel increase of one per cent can equate to a 0.3 per cent increase
in foreign investment.
Pre-pandemic, business travel was worth an eye-watering $1.4

trillion, with more than 50 per cent of that being spent in the USA
and China, and 20 per cent in Europe.
Not only for carrying passengers, commercial airlines are vital
in carrying cargo in their underbellies, which are generally of low
quantities but high value, such as medicines and jewellery.
Commercial returns will be welcome relief to already constricted
supply chains.
However, there will, and needs to, be a revaluation of
international travel in an ever-changing world and to meet the UK’s
vision of a green economy by 2030.
In 2019, the Global Health Index found no country is suitably
prepared for a pandemic outbreak, and only seven per cent of
countries would be able to prevent an outbreak.
In a world of growing political unrest and instability, but also
of ever-deepening globalisation and international travel, border
restrictions may remain for some time to come.
Indeed, British Airways believes demand will only return in
2023.
Furthermore, the alarming climate crisis and shift towards a
green economy will surely have an impact on the frequency of
international travel. Flights, particularly domestic, are the largest
transport emissions’ contributor, ahead of cars, prioritising them in
climate consciousness, as well as advancing the case to develop the
second lowest emitter – rail.
Although positive moves are being made in green aviation,
offsetting CO2 with forestry initiatives and developing more fuelefficient aircraft, growing global connections and prosperity has

meant more travellers on more
flights, resulting in aircraft emissions
rising by 32 per cent from 2013 to 2018.
But this does not have to be a parking
brake on international trade. New and
exciting opportunities have continued
to appear through the pandemic, aided
largely by the emergence of Microsoft
Teams and Zoom, which reported a 485
per cent increase in client usage.
A prime example of this evolution
can be found in the new approaches to
international trade missions.
There is no replacement for
going to a country, experiencing the
culture and developing relationships
in person. Government research
continuously finds around 15 to 20 per
cent of businesses that could, but don’t,
export due to perceived risk, i.e., fear they
will put in valuable time and resource for
no return.
Virtual platforms at least offer cheaper,
if not free, solutions to this problem, and
can act as more direct conduits for inmarket insight or support.
Experts situated in the target country
can better engage with potential exporters
and do so more frequently.
Similarly, the transition to virtual
meetings allows us to increase our global
visibility. The Chamber’s network of 70plus overseas British Chambers has been
able to provide insight from China on the
pandemic’s outbreak, Brexit negotiations
in Brussels and trade opportunities in
South Africa, all from the comfort of
their own home. I anticipate a hybrid
international environment.
Intel gathering, research and
matchmaking can be done much more
easily virtually, and at significantly less
cost.
This can then be used as a
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springboard for a physical mission, with
members who have made contact
to hopefully boost their chances of
completing new deals.
We can find opportunities for
international trade, and key insight across
the world can be accessed more easily
from our keyboards.
Rather than flying Chamber colleagues
16 hours from China and back for an hour
update or provide market support, online
platforms provide a flexible and efficient
service.
But even in this virtual day and age,
there is no substitute for face-to-face
business; whether buying your local coffee
or securing a sale in Singapore, personal

relationships are the lifeblood of business
and trade.
It is probably worth mentioning that
business travel with Europe has also
changed significantly.
While certain activities can be visa-free
in the EU, such as our sunny holidays,
the end of freedom of movement means
visas are now needed for most work in the
European Union.
To further complicate this, each
member state has its own criteria of what
activities require a visa, which is governed
by the Schengen Zone.
If you are planning to travel to the EU
on business, you should definitely check:
www.schengenvisainfo.com

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : T H E E N D E AVO U R PA R T N E R S H I P

Taking over the reins
As the largest commercial law
firm in the Tees Valley, The
Endeavour Partnership has
built a reputation for providing
specialist support that goes
way beyond static legal advice.
The firm’s expertise in business
law, a genuine focus on
commercial legal solutions and
an understanding of their clients’
business aspirations has seen it
advise on some of the region’s
biggest deals while representing
clients nationally and globally
24
The Endeavour Partnership
www.endeavour.law
@Endeavour_law

Partner Jamie Brown has been

involved in many of the high-profile

appointed head of the commercial

developments within the region and

property department and is joined

represented clients such as Rockliffe

by three additions to The Endeavour

Hall, Middlesbrough Council, Benchmark

Partnership team.

Leisure, New Century Inns and Homes

Jamie, who joined The Endeavour
Partnership in 2003, becoming partner

by Carlton.
Jamie says: “I’m delighted with my

in 2010, has spent 18 years in the

new role, and I am looking forward to

department and will now lead the team

continuing to build on what Simon has

that specialises in commercial property

developed; we have a fantastic team and

needs, from large-scale acquisitions

it’s a privilege to lead it.

to sales and purchases of expanding
portfolios.
Jamie, who has a personal interest
in renewables and a specialism in the

“Simon and I worked together for 18
years and it’s a natural progression for
me to take the reins.”
The Endeavour Partnership has

agricultural sector, takes over from

built longstanding relationships with

Simon Wake, who recently retired

its clients; this personal touch, visible

as partner. During his time at The

throughout the four departments, is

Endeavour Partnership, Simon was

recognised as a contributing factor of its
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success.
Jamie explains: “We pride ourselves
on understanding the business model,

immigration, planning law and

objectives and aspirations of each and

development, data protection and

every one of our clients; if it’s important

mergers and acquisitions.

to them it is to us, and forms part of our
core values.
“It’s not really something we talk
about as it’s embedded within the
culture and is adopted by every one of
the 60-strong team.
“It is this integrity that has seen us

The model has proven beneficial and
Jamie, who is involved in several net
zero projects, has seen his expertise add
value to their property clients.
He adds: “The growth of the
renewable sector has seen the role
change as business leaders enter new

support clients through innovative

markets or adapt their products and

and bold decision-making within their

services to align.

organisations.”
As well as its commitment to

“The Tees Valley is well placed to
embrace new technologies and the

commercial law, The Endeavour

region’s leaders seem to have the

Partnership has built a team of

tenacity to adapt their organisations.”

specialists covering specific sectors,
spread across its four departments.
This includes specialisms in banking
and finance, digital and technology,
corporate recovery and insolvency,
education, regeneration, business

The property department has also
welcomed Nicola Quigley as a senior
associate, Amie Leyden as an associate,
and Andrew Burnham as a solicitor.
They collectively bring more than 30
years’ experience to the team.

Case study: North East solar project
The Endeavour Partnership has advised their client, which is one of a consortia
of three landowners, on a joint venture that has the potential to become one of
the largest onshore solar farm developments in the North East.
Jamie has instructed on the project, which is located on the outskirts of
Stockton-on-Tees.
The 250-acre site of grade two arable land has since been granted planning
for use of the 50 megawatt scheme.
Plans are in place for an international operator to manage the site with a
30-year lease, and an option for an additional 30 years.

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : N O R T H P & I C L U B

Supporting colleagues in
challenging times

“Rather than the traditional health and safety demonstrations
and building tours that new recruits would normally receive, my
virtual induction pack included a comprehensive timetable of
activity to keep me busy for my first few weeks.
“It included daily Teams meetings with various colleagues, as

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought marked change to how companies do business. Here, North P&I Club
reveals the experiences of a new recruit against those of a retiring deputy director over the course of the last
year, where remote working has replaced physical interaction

well as online training sessions and briefing material for me to

North P&I Club
www.nepia.com
@NorthPandIClub

ground running.

According to the Office for National Statistics, half of all
working adults are currently spending some of their time
working from home¹.
The coronavirus pandemic has unquestionably moved the
flexible working agenda on years, and it is now set to become a
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North P&I Club, with a deep connection to the North East
for more than 160 years, and one of the region’s largest and
most progressive employers, has embraced this change and has
continued to recruit throughout the pandemic.
In this article, we compare the experiences of one of North’s
newest employees starting their career during the height of the
pandemic, with one of the longest-serving employees who will
be retiring from the business before COVID-19 has run its course
and social distancing restrictions removed.
Tim McGarvey joined North last year as claims executive and
is one of the company’s first virtual recruits.

“It included everything I needed and far from feeling left out
or isolated, I felt supported, up to speed and ready to hit the
“As a junior member of the team, working in an office
environment would have played a big part in my training. In the

He is responsible for handling claims from shipowners and
operators in Europe and the Americas.
Nick Tonge, deputy director (correspondents), joined North

“Fast forward 37 years, and North now has ten offices across
the world and more than 300 employees who, as of this past
year, have all been successfully working virtually from their
homes.

office, I would have been able to quickly pick up on what others

“Mail is fast becoming a thing of the past and we can now

are doing, see how they handle situations and listen to how they

chat with our colleagues on screen with just a click of a button.

speak to customers – the shipowner members – so undoubtedly
these lessons have been harder to learn while working virtually.
“In saying that, my colleagues have been incredibly

“On top of this, I’m now seeing out my last weeks with North
during a global pandemic.
“With social distancing restrictions still expected to be in

in 1984 and looks after the club’s global network of port and

accommodating and have always been happy to take my calls,

place next month, my journey into retirement is going to be very

maritime correspondents. He retires in July.

share their screens and support me in this as much as possible,

different. I’ll miss the normal office farewells and celebrations

despite overcoming the challenges of working from home

with close and trusted colleagues to mark the end of my

themselves.

personal era.

permanent feature of British life.
But, how have businesses coped with this transition?

run through at my own leisure.

“I’m proud to say that despite
the challenges of the pandemic,
North has continued to recruit
and develop our most important
asset – our people”

Tim McGarvey, claims executive
“I joined North on June 15 last year – right in the middle of the
coronavirus pandemic – and it was a unique experience.
“Before COVID-19, most people would have expected their
first day at a new job to include heading to work, settling into
their desk and meeting their colleagues in person.
“However, the reality of joining a company during a global
pandemic was quite different.
“With my recruitment process taking place solely over email

“North has also been extremely active in ensuring all of
us have the opportunity for downtime and socialising with
colleagues.
“Over the past 12 months, I’ve taken part in Halloween
competitions, birthday get-togethers and weekly coffee

“Saying goodbye over a Teams call just won’t be the same as
seeing people face-to-face.
“My time at North has been an exciting journey and one I have
been proud to be part of.
“I know that North is in good hands and the current team will

mornings – all of which are a brilliant opportunity to get to know

continue to drive the business forward - so watch this space for

colleagues in different departments.

more news about North.”

“Our wellbeing has been a top priority for North throughout

In marking Nick’s retirement, and Tim joining the business in

and video calls, I wasn’t surprised when I realised I wasn’t

the pandemic and that’s evident in the recent employee survey

such unique circumstances, North’s global director of people

going to be heading to the office on my first day. Instead, I was

results, which show that morale has never been higher – it’s

Dawn Robinson notes the past year has undoubtedly been one

welcomed by my manager via a video call – the first of many!

certainly something that’s really made a difference to me

of the most disruptive in the firm’s history.

since joining.
“I’m so proud to be part of North’s fantastic, close-knit team,
not only here in Newcastle but also across the globe.
“Now, I’m really looking forward to meeting my colleagues
face-to-face, bouncing ideas off one another and generally
enjoying each other’s company when the time comes.

She says: “Since March last year, we have been working
remotely.
“COVID-19 has seen all of our offices across the world shut
down and our people working from home for a prolonged
period.
“During this time, we have ramped up our employee wellbeing
activity to ensure staff were emotionally and physically

Nick Tonge, deputy director (correspondents)
“North is a very different company from the one I joined in
1984.
“In those days, North operated out of one office in Newcastle
and had 26 staff.
“We owned one fax machine, three Telex machines and no one
had mobile phones – which is unheard of now!
“We primarily contacted our shipowner members via post,

Pictured, from left to right, Nick Tonge, Tim McGarvey and Dawn Robinson

supported.
“This included regular initiatives, such as virtual social events,
physical challenges to keep us moving, and a ‘March for March’
walking challenge.
“We never forget it’s the commitment and tenacity of our
people like Tom and Nick that allow us to deliver an outstanding
and seamless service to our members and clients.
“I’m proud to say that despite the challenges of the pandemic,

Telex and landline telephone, and consequently got through up

North has continued to recruit and develop our most important

to six sacks of mail a day.

asset – our people.”

Reference: - 1 https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/
employmentandemployeetypes/bulletins/coronavirusandhomeworkingintheuk/april202
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On a trip back to normality
Of all the sectors hit by the coronavirus pandemic, the travel industry has without doubt been one of the
worst affected. With numerous countries turned into no-fly zones, and continued uncertainty over others,
such as Portugal, the traditional holiday and business travel landscape has taken on an altogether different
look. But, says Dame Irene Hays, owner of Sunderland-based Hays Travel, there remains scope for much
optimism. Steven Hugill finds out more
Hays Travel
www.haystravel.co.uk
@HaysTravel

Dream holidays – we all have them.

enjoy a virtual tour of a ship, to see things like the cabins and

experiencing new customs in far-away cities or the excitement

the entertainment complexes, put questions to the operators

of visiting ancient sites and monuments, we’ve all got our

and go off on trips around Caribbean islands.

favourite getaways.
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“On top of that, our coffee mornings allow the public to

Whether they involve lazy afternoons under cloudless skies,

Those visions, of course, have been blurred significantly over
the past 18 months amid national lockdowns and the enduring
restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
For many, the health crisis has meant the cancellation of
valued family holidays, for others the loss of once-in-a-lifetime

“It has been very well received and we’ve had people taking
part while doing their ironing or watching from the kitchen
while they’ve been baking cakes in their homes.
“It is something that is here to stay; we’ve seen now that
people are comfortable booking holidays like this.”
Dame Irene’s last point is significant, for it not only speaks of

vacations. What, then, if we could satisfy some of our escapist

a business finding a new way to promote its holidays, but also

tendencies and plan for clearer days beyond the coronavirus

the kind of operational pivots that organisations have had to

miasma by turning trips on websites and the pages of glossy

make due to COVID-19.

brochures in getaways from the comfort of our own homes?

Alongside its technological steps, the firm – founded by

Well, we can. Just look at Hays Travel.

Irene’s late husband John in 1980 in the back of his mother’s

Working with its extensive network of cruise operators,

childrenswear shop in Seaham, County Durham – recently

which includes the Royal Caribbean marque, the business is

recruited 100 apprentices who are now working across the

providing virtual voyages of discovery.

business, from accountancy roles to high street store positions.

Through video calls, the Sunderland-headquartered firm
welcomes customers to coffee mornings that include time on
computer-generated ocean liners and provide snapshots into
the opulence of water-borne holidaying.
And Dame Irene Hays, owner of the travel company, says
the function is proving extremely popular, coming as it does
alongside the business’ strong presence in the cruising
staycation market, where liners are circumnavigating the UK

“We know there remains appetite
for travel; our forward order
books for 2022 and 2023 are
very strong, and demand is high
for the back end of 2021 too”

while places further afield remain out of bounds.
“We are huge in the cruise sector – we sell thousands of

It has also acquired a Welsh travel agency and the Explorer

packages every year – and a lot of customers are looking at

Travel home working business, the latter of which has added

that type of holiday as an opportunity to have a break, some

to the Hays Travel Independence Group that operates as a

for the first time,” she says.

consortium of independent retailers.

“And we are very lucky that 11 of the largest cruise
companies are sending liners for staycations too.

It all points to, says Dame Irene, a business laying the
foundations for further success once restrictions on cross-
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its takeover of Thomas Cook’s stores in
October 2019.
holidays than usual, and it may be that

stores amid lockdown closures, Dame

Thomas Cook deal, was led by a senior

for some it becomes the norm going

Irene says she cannot praise highly

management team nearly half of which

forward, but for the majority, they really

enough the spirit and support of its

were former apprentices with the travel

like to experience different cultures and

staff.

agent.

too, of course.
“Furthermore, those who like

stores, and they still do.

abroad again.”
Integral to meeting the yearning to
which Dame Irene refers will be Hays

uncertainty caused by COVID-19,

towards the end of February last year,

clamour for its myriad sunshine breaks

holiday bookings literally fell off a cliff

remains strong in the present day too.

from March onwards,” she says.

And while conditions are likely to

“And from that moment to the

remain tough for a good time yet, and

present day, the travel industry has

domestic travel alternatives – such as

been one of the hardest hit globally.

its cruising staycations – are proving

“Our aim during the last year-and-ahalf has been to look after customers.

popular, she says desire for global
holidaying will continue to prevail.

“Of course, COVID-19 has also

“The environment is going to be

allowed every business to reassess

challenging for the next two to three

its situation, and we have been no

years,” says Dame Irene.

different.
“It has given us time to take stock

“Until the world is vaccinated, there
will continue to be difficulties, but we

and think about the future and what we

must remain realistically optimistic that

want it to look like.

travel will return.

“We’ve looked very carefully at the

“We know there remains appetite for

retail estate and revisited our policies

travel; our forward order books for 2022

and procedures to ensure they are up-

and 2023 are very strong, and demand

to-date.

is high for the back end of 2021 too.

“We have also looked at our digital

“We are seeing holidays being

offer and have used social media to

bought that are of higher values, and

a greater extent and used Zoom and

customers, in places, booking three or

Microsoft Teams very innovatively, as

four trips,” continues Dame Irene of

shown through the virtual cruises.”

the company, which oversees the UK’s

However, while Hays Travel is setting

largest travel agency estate following

of people here who had known John a

different vista and people do miss the

the vast majority will want to travel

Dame Irene says that contrary to the

safeguard 2500 jobs.
us from the moment we took over the

in the UK going forward, but I still think

“When COVID-19 came to light in

a family operator and there were a lot

can do that in the UK, but it’s a very

“Some people might elect to holiday

“He meant a lot to so many; we are

Cook fail, but we were delighted to
“The people wanted to do well for

date in the diary to look forward to.

Tenerife’s Costa Adeje Palace Hotel

She says: “It was sad to see Thomas

skiing or mountain walking, yes, they

opportunity to get away; they miss that

the scene to meet future demand,

“John built a beautiful business,”
she says of the firm that, prior to its

different ways of life – and the sunshine

border journeys are suitably eased.

John, who passed away last November.

locations, as well as that of its original

“We are selling more domestic
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And despite COVID-19 ultimately
stunting the progress of its new

“We have remained strong as a
business during the pandemic because
of our staff and their resilience and
amazing application.
“They have been so flexible in
working from home and continuing to
deal with customers remotely.
“They have also been very

long time.
“We received messages from across
the country; I personally received more
than 100,000 messages of support,
which meant a great deal.
“And when the city of Sunderland
lit up its monuments in our company
colours in John’s honour, that was such
a wonderful tribute.
Dame Irene continues: “The ambition
for everyone here is to build on his

Travel’s 5700-strong workforce, which

understanding across the whole period,

legacy – we have to continue what we

stretches right across the UK thanks to

which has seen many of them come

have been doing for John.

the Wearside firm’s Thomas Cook deal.

back to work, only to be furloughed

Having added thousands of people

again, before coming back once more.

to its roster, and, for a time, thrust Hays

“They have been tremendous.”

Travel into the national media spotlight,

And Dame Irene says their hard work

“It is tough with everything the
pandemic has brought and the
uncertainty it continues to deliver.
“Everyone just wants to get back to

Dame Irene says the acquisition added

in helping the business remain robust

normal. And it is up to us to be ready

greatly to the business’ financial

while setting itself for further success

for that happening because things will

position during the early part of 2020.

post-pandemic is a fitting tribute to

bounce back, I’m sure of it.”
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A commitment to creating
lifelong learning opportunities
online-based, community-funded courses

Amid a changing employment landscape caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic and Brexit, Jo Phillips,
director of adult education at Newcastle College,
says the education provider is delivering support for
learners across the age spectrum

to support those at risk of redundancy

manufacturing, health and life sciences and energy.

and furlough, and we increased Sector

As a training provider, it has always been important for us to
be aligned to those opportunities to ensure we are offering skills

Work Academy Programmes (SWAP),

employers in our region need and providing a real chance of

specifically in the health sector to

success for our learners.

support an immediate skills shortage
requirement to deliver COVID-19 testing.

That approach is the same across the college, from our further
Newcastle College
www.ncl-coll.ac.uk
@NCLCollege

Most recently, Newcastle College has

education for school leavers to our postgraduate courses, and
right now 35 per cent of our adult enrolments are in sectors

launched its Strategy To 2030, the first

broadly related to those priority areas.

time we have developed a long-term
plan to support our position within the

Traditionally, the courses we offer adults have been intended

North East.

to enable them to lead fulfilling lives in their communities and

It sets out our vision to develop

promote social cohesion and social diversity in the region’s
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Opportunities for adults to return to education and training

workplaces, and they’ve really been aimed at adults wanting to

the skills and talents of all students to

have always been an integral part of what we offer at Newcastle

retrain or upskill and those looking to develop the knowledge,

succeed in modern enterprise and make

College.

skills and behaviours that will improve their employment

a positive contribution to the prosperity

prospects.

of our region.

We strongly believe opportunities to retrain and reskill should
be available to everyone throughout their lives, but the events of

In recent years, this has grown to include and support non-

Skills Improvement Plans’, ensuring that

opportunities for adults.
In June, we joined with NTCA to

By doing so, we will develop talent for
the region and enable NCG, the national

the past few years (Brexit and COVID-19 are just two of those)

English speaking adults to gain language skills, improve their

further education providers are led by

have really highlighted the importance of lifelong learning.

confidence and develop their understanding of British culture to

employers and local needs when creating

celebrate and promote Adult Learner

group of colleges we are part of, to

their provision, something that Newcastle

Week, which ran from June 14-18.

become the UK’s leading college group.

The impact on the national economy and a rising
unemployment rate have led to a number of government
initiatives to improve opportunities for adults to retrain and
upskill, including the reintroduction of the Lifetime Skills
Guarantee – funding that offers adults aged 24 and over the
opportunity to study their first level three course for free.
This is absolutely a period of unprecedented change and the
North East in particular has been badly hit by the pandemic.

“We understand there are
always barriers to accessing
education, from affordability to
balancing family life”

But the truth is that we were already an area of economic
deprivation and even before the first lockdown, our region
suffered from a disproportionately high unemployment rate

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) forms the

and a shortage of high-level, technical and specialist skills in the

core of our current adult curriculum offer, accounting for 42 per

workforce.

cent of adult enrolments at Newcastle College in 2020/21.

We’ve seen that first-hand at Newcastle College, with 41 per

These priorities haven’t changed – providing access to upskill

It’s something that is giving a clear

through its work with both NELEP and

to really celebrate the importance of

direction for everyone at the college who

NTCA, as well as our wide-ranging

lifelong learning and the positive impact

works to support learners and employer

employer partnerships, such as our

it can have in changing lives, and to

partners, and really demonstrates the

important work with Newcastle United

promote some of the opportunities

importance of the work we do outside

Foundation and Port of Blyth.

available that people might not be aware

our core work of delivering education.

Our work with NTCA, in particular, has
been to better align our adult skills offer

enable better employment opportunities.

This marked an opportunity for us

College is already well placed to support

of.

It is the partnerships with local
We understand there are always

authorities, with schools and with

to its Strategic Skills Plan, the needs of

barriers to accessing education, from

employers that really help us prepare our

the changing local economy and job

affordability to balancing family life.

learners of every age for the future and

vacancy-led skills programmes.
By working together, we’re really

It’s our job to remove those barriers
and Adult Learner Week is all about

make a real impact on our region.
In an ever-changing economy and

hoping to reduce the number of

educating as many people as possible

globally connected world, it is hard to

cent of our adult students claiming Job Seekers Allowance or

and retrain enables social mobility, something that is hugely

local adults of working age without

about how we can do that – it’s never too

predict what might impact the North

Universal Credit.

important for our area and the region as a whole.

qualifications, lower the number of adults

late to learn something new.

East in the coming months and years,

There has been a lot of work done over the past few years to

In January, the Government’s ‘Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning

aged between 19 and 24 who aren’t

We’re also really responsive to

but Newcastle College will remain at the

tackle this by both the North East Local Enterprise Partnership

for Opportunity and Growth 2021’ White Paper was released,

currently in education or training and

changing needs, both locally and

heart of our local community and I am

(NELEP) and the North of Tyne Combined Authority (NTCA).

putting further education colleges at the heart of the skills

also to help improve the English, maths

nationally.

confident that whatever happens, our

system and economic recovery, ensuring we will continue to have

and digital skills of local adults.

That work is really changing the local economic landscape
in terms of skills requirements, employment opportunities

a pivotal role to play in providing learners of all ages with the

and prioritising areas for investment and growth, particularly

skills needed to rebuild our local and national economy.

NELEP’s four areas of strategic importance: digital, advanced

Legislation announced includes the introduction of ‘Local

Again, all of this is to ensure we
meet the needs of employers across
the region, improving employment

Over the past year, our initial plans to

role will remain to respond, adapt and

align our adult curriculum evolved and

support learners to develop the skills

adapted as a result of the pandemic.

they need to succeed, whatever their

We introduced a wide range of free,

age.
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Where next for our
high streets?
With our high streets continuing to face significant challenges, many of which have been
exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, Arlen Pettitt, North East England Chamber of Commerce
knowledge development manager, looks at the future of our traditional retail environment

Arlen Pettitt
arlen.pettitt@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberArlen
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D

uring the first few weeks
of the first lockdown
last year, with shops and
workplaces closed and
people staying at home
bar one short walk a day, we were left with
the eerie sight of shuttered retail units and
empty streets.
The Office for National Statistics
reported that in April last year, retail
footfall fell to 20 per cent of its normal
levels – understandable given only
essential shops remained open – but even
as shops began to reopen last summer,
shoppers were slow to return, with sevenday footfall averages barely reaching threequarters of their normal volumes.
Overall consumer spending recovered
more quickly, according to analysis by the
Centre for Cities, getting back to February
2020 levels by June.
But, the pattern of spending and
footfall had changed, with larger cities in
particular feeling the strain of continued
suppressed footfall and the absence of
weekday workers who were still set up at
home.

We’re in a different place now, with
vaccine optimism and low case numbers
allowing people to tentatively return to
retail, leisure and hospitality venues across
the country.
Although this is, of course, still an
incredibly fragile recovery, and one very
much exposed to increasing case numbers
and the emergence of new COVID-19
variants.
And a lot of damage has already been
done.
Chain store closures were up 30 per
cent in 2020, with around 17,500 closing
and just 7600 opening, according to
accountancy firm PwC.
Many of those closing were traditionally
the big anchor stores on our high streets
– the likes of Debenhams, John Lewis and
Arcadia Group’s Topshop and Dorothy
Perkins brands.
Retail, as with flexible and remote
working, has seen an acceleration of preexisting trends during the past year.
In this case, the ONS’s Retail Sales
Index saw online sales jump from 19.1 per
cent of total retail spend in February 2020,

to reach 36.1 per cent by January 2021.
That represents a massive market land
grab for online versus bricks and mortar
retailers, made painfully obvious by
Boohoo’s acquisition of the Debenhams
brand – but not its stores – and the Asos
deal with Arcadia, which saw it take

Vision, and
Government
support, will
be crucial to
reinvigorating
our region’s high
streets, towns and
city centres
on brands including Topshop, Topman
and Miss Selfridge, again without their
physical locations.
It’s a shift that caused retail expert
Mary Portas, when interviewed by The
Guardian, to proclaim, “does anyone

really miss BHS? Does anyone care about
Dorothy Perkins?”
Obviously, there are some that do miss
and care about lost or stuttering retailers,
and these big structural changes also put
thousands of jobs at risk.
But that doesn’t make the need to
change and evolve any less pressing.
Portas preaches a new set of principles
– high streets that make life better,
experiences rather than transactions,
expert knowledge and community space.
None of which, though, is massively
groundbreaking because we are, once
again, talking about an acceleration of
change that was already happening.
You can already see it.
Fenwick has used its flagship Newcastle
store to showcase small, local producers
in its food hall, and opened a new rooftop
café overlooking Northumberland Street.
Greggs, which suffered its first loss as
a publicly trading company because of
the difficulties of last year, is still pushing
on opening new stores. Interestingly, it

has launched a partnership with Just Eat
to provide customised sandwiches for
delivery.
For chief executive Roger Whiteside,
this is part of a plan to put the focus on
customer loyalty, saying retail winners
will be those who know their customers’
names.
In Stockton, where the council has
already taken a hands-on role with the
regeneration of the town centre, the
Castlegate Shopping Centre is set to be
demolished and replaced with a riverside
park, new offices and a library.
The aim here is to put the retail focus
back on the historic high street, while
creating new community space, with
plans designed by Chamber member
Ryder Architecture.
Stockton is experiencing national retail
trends in a microcosm.
It lost its Woolworths, along with the
rest of the country, in 2008, then its Marks
& Spencer after more than 100 years,
then Debenhams (also after more than a

century), then New Look.
Those would be big holes on any high
street. Stockton, along with most of
the rest of the North East (Newcastle,
Gateshead, South Tyneside, County
Durham, Darlington, Middlesbrough,
Redcar & Cleveland and Sunderland), was
among the first cohort of local authorities
to receive support from the Government’s
High Streets Task Force, whose board
includes Stuart Miller, of Chamber Partner
Newcastle Building Society.
These areas will receive mentoring,
visioning and place-making support from
a panel of experts – including Jonathan
Wallace from another Chamber Partner,
the specialist planning consultancy
Lichfields.
Vision, and Government support, will
be crucial to reinvigorating our region’s
high streets, towns and city centres.
Each place will need something
different, but chances are the Mary Portas
principles of experience, knowledge and
community will play a part in all of them.

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : JAC K S O N H O G G

Creating the right strategy for
success
The COVID-19 pandemic has done many things to business, not least transform the way organisations work.
However, while much may have changed practically, one long-standing factor, recognised well before the
health crisis, continues to be a cornerstone of success – HR. And one firm ensuring operators’ HR functions
remain robust is recruitment and outsourced talent services company Jackson Hogg. Its HR Partnerships
provide tailored support to individual businesses that help drive higher productivity, increase return on
employee investment and attract and retain top talent. Steven Hugill finds out more
Jackson Hogg
www.jacksonhogg.com
@JacksonHoggRec

What makes for a successful business?
A market-changing idea? Access to finance and support
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complex settlement agreements.
Furthermore, its team delivers custom training to clients

programmes? A strong trading network, both domestically and

keen to upskill and invest in staff, which is based on in-depth

overseas? A willing and engaged workforce?

consultations and sets out clear objectives to achieve.

The answer, of course, is all the above, for each are integral
factors to any organisation realising its goals.
But there is another crucial element, one that sits right at the
heart of any thriving operator – HR.
Strong HR processes are the adhesive that bond businesses,
drive productivity and performance, and increase return

It all adds up to, says Jill Mallinson, Jackson Hogg’s HR
partner, a unique proposition that sets companies on course for
success by providing personal, and often on-site, services that
draw together their many methodological strands to create a
uniform approach.
She says: “Our HR services model is bespoke, and much

on investment and employee engagement by centralising

more flexible than those of the average HR consultancies,

communication strategies.

which quite often, from the client feedback I’ve been given, are

And helping firms ensure their procedures are doing just that
is recruitment and outsourced talent services company Jackson
Hogg.
Working with a raft of North East enterprises, and many
further afield too, a good number of which operate across the

off-the-shelf solutions.
“We offer something different, and to ensure that happens,
I get to know my clients, their businesses, their objectives and
their challenges and understand what they want to achieve.
“From that, I create a HR strategy that is aligned to their

science, technology, engineering and manufacturing (STEM)

relevant situations to help them achieve growth and ensure

industries, its HR Partnership programme provides tailored

they are getting the highest possible return on investment

support to individual businesses.

for their salary bill, all while guaranteeing they have the right

Ranging from day-to-day assistance to full strategic
management and project work, the Newcastle-based operator’s

culture to help them with their brand.
“All of this is done alongside a commitment that ensures

services include fully-outsourced assistance wherein it takes

clients are legally compliant and abiding by all employee

on a client’s HR processes, procedures and documentation in

legislation.”

their entirety to ensure they are legally compliant and offering
effective employee management.
Alongside this, the business offers a flexible monthly service

Any company interested in working with Jackson Hogg –
which also counts clients in the construction and life science
sectors – on one of its HR Partnerships begins with a free,

for companies in need of specific advice or ad-hoc support

no obligation ‘HR healthcheck’, which lays out a structured

across areas including compliance and best practice, and it

blueprint for future support.

delivers project work to fulfil clients’ short-term requirements
around themes such as policy and documentation writing, and

“I get information around what a business does
currently with regards to its HR, from the basics through to

administrative compliance and strategic services,” says Jill,

seek to set up new ways of working after the health crisis,

who joined Jackson Hogg nearly two years ago and has almost

citing the recent example of a company that needed HR

eight years’ experience working across HR.

guidance to support employees as it downsized, and another

“Then I get a picture of its objectives for the next six to
12 months, looking at what it wants to achieve alongside its
values, vision and mission.
“From all of that, I produce a business report, which I go

that wanted Jill’s expertise to induct staff remotely as it
expanded.
“Over the past 18 months, the importance of good HR
management and communication as being absolutely key to

through with the client to finalise the support it needs to reach

operations has really been brought to the forefront of peoples’

its end goals,” continues Jill, who works with companies on

minds,” says Jill.

both a retainer and project basis.

“There is a much larger focus on things like flexible and

“That’s when I create the HR strategy, which can include

home working, and the overall work/life balance now, and that

certain milestones and objectives to be hit, from employee

presents challenges around maintaining the right culture when

engagement and high performing teams to succession planning

everyone is not in the office at the same time.

and talent attraction and retention.
“We then implement new processes, coach and train

“Strong HR practice is – and will remain – critical to
overcoming these challenges because it provides a central

managers, and are regularly on site to speak to employees and

point of contact that creates consistency through a business

deliver engagement initiatives,” adds Jill, whose experience

and gives support to managers that ensures much more

across the STEM sector was bolstered by previous internal HR

harmonious workplaces.”

roles with Wallsend’s Soil Machine Dynamics and Burnopfieldbased HMY UK.
She adds: “Essentially, our individual partnerships are
focused on whatever a particular business needs.
“We always try and make it as measurable as we can too.
“We use metrics to see where a company is on things
like attrition, absence rates and employee engagement, and
dipstick measure it as we move through the process to monitor
progress.”
The HR Partnership support to which Jill alludes has taken
on greater meaning and significance over the last year-and-ahalf, with many firms having had to reassess HR functions in the
face of the COVID-19 pandemic.
And she says its assistance will remain crucial as businesses

For Richard Hogg, who set up Jackson Hogg in 2012, the
importance of robust HR systems is fundamental to any firm’s
success.
“Some companies might ask why they need HR,” he says,
“but they cannot afford to be without it.
“When it is done correctly, HR adds a lot of value to a
business; it shouldn’t be seen as a cost.
“It can significantly impact an organisation’s bottom line by
helping drive higher productivity, getting the highest possible
return on employee investment, and ensuring the attraction
and retention of top talent.
“Ultimately, HR makes businesses much more successful, and
our HR Partnerships are integral in helping companies achieve
just that.”
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A day in the
life of a carbon
free future

Fast forward to today, and the recent announcement of

walks of life. At Siemens Energy, we’re installing EV chargers

funding in the North East for a number of decarbonisation hubs

across our sites and in Newcastle, we’ll power them using the

to accelerate carbon capture and hydrogen infrastructure will

hydrogen power units we’re building. Small steps making a big

accelerate this progress further still.

difference!

After all, hydrogen is the sustainable green fuel of the future,
aiming to replace fossil fuels and forming a key role in the

Trains

energy transition and the goal to net zero.

The sounds and smells of your local commuter rail line will

In fact, green hydrogen – produced through renewable energy

Siemens Energy
www.siemens-energy.co.uk
@siemens_energy

Our world is changing.
It must if we are to meet the ambitious targets set by the
Government to be carbon neutral by 2050. Recent headlines
across the globe and discussions at the G7 summit echo the
very urgent need to be decisive this decade to tackle climate
change and carbon emissions. Something that can only be
readily achieved through a collective global effort and ongoing
commitment to drive through change.
At Siemens Energy, we welcome these ambitious targets and
look forward to playing our part in the journey to net zero with
pioneering work underway today to pave a more sustainable
tomorrow.
Net zero refers to cutting greenhouse gas emissions as far

mainline train networks are predominantly electrified, many

several industries and could also be used to fuel large turbines in

of our local lines, including several that leave from Newcastle

the power stations of the future.

Central, still use diesel-powered trains.

An example of this in action is highlighted through our work

Siemens Energy and Siemens Mobility are working together

with Siemens Gamesa to develop electrolyser technology for

to develop holistic solutions for a sustainable hydrogen

offshore wind turbines as a way to store the energy generated

infrastructure that will be used to power Siemens Mobility’s

from wind as hydrogen.

hydrogen trains. The goal being to enable clean and emission-

Here in the North East, we’re building hydrogen power units

free mass transit and regional transport.

with our partner GeoPura as a cleaner alternative to using a
diesel generator. These could be used at a festival, or on a

Trucks and buses

construction site – anywhere where you need power, but don’t

Trucks and buses are some of the most persistent offenders for

have a grid connection.
Steve Scrimshaw, Siemens Energy vice president, says: “The
ambitious climate change commitments recently issued by the
Government gives further clarity on how we need to adapt to
“Having a clean, secure and stable electricity system will drive

Energy transition and the future

fleets up and down the country. The challenge will be creating

Twenty years ago, electric cars, virtual meetings, Alexa and

enough clean hydrogen to power them.

of technologies to achieve this.

iPads all seemed like something out of a movie!

“As we move away from fossil fuels, innovation and investment
in new technology, such as hydrogen and carbon capture, will be

day-to-day lives further still.
We often take for granted the day-to-day things, such as
filling our car up with petrol and driving away.
But if we are going to achieve a net zero future, how might life
need to adapt and what might the future look like? How will it
affect the way we work, travel and even heat our homes?

the country’s greenhouse gas emissions.
The UK aims to reduce direct CO2 emissions from homes by
24 per cent by 2030.
There are several ways this goal will be achieved, such as
home insulation, the installation of heat pumps and the use of
renewable energy, including solar panels.
It’s likely that gas boilers and ovens will be phased out too
and replaced with heat pumps, or hydrogen alternatives. Cue the

And if the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us one thing, it’s

Green transportation

the importance of our local community, the value of green, open

It has been well documented that the Government is phasing out

spaces and the air we breathe.

petrol and diesel-powered cars by 2030.

Ultimately, the changes we deliver today will help sustain

This will mean a move to electric vehicles, which have been

those areas for generations to come.

growing in popularity for the last decade and are now at a price

But when it comes to energy transition and the environment,

point to cater for the mass market.

what are those changes and what role will Siemens Energy play?

technology has remained elusive since.

It’s estimated our homes are responsible for around one third of

of new roles, as well as re-skilling the current workforce.”

natural environment.

Neil Armstrong on the moon, but mainstream usage of the

Our homes

Fast forward to 2030 and who knows how the energy
transition and role of innovation may impact and change our

It will also bring wider societal benefits, for instance to human

More than 50 years ago, hydrogen fuel cells helped put

But here we are in 2021, and they’re a key part of our lives.

vital to securing jobs and economic growth through the creation

health through improved air quality and a better protected

Hydrogen power

making the change.

decarbonisation in many other sectors and it is right to use a mix

equivalent amount from the atmosphere.

And more specifically, how will they enhance and improve our

The recent tragic case of the London schoolgirl whose death
was linked to air pollution shows there is no time to waste in
There are many bus companies investing in hydrogen bus

as possible and balancing any further releases by removing an

everyday lives, both today and tomorrow?

carbon emissions, flooding our roads with toxic gases.

meet the net zero challenge.

Photo credit: Getty images
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be changing over the next decade too. While the majority of

– is likely to play a critical role in decarbonisation strategies in

Steve Scrimshaw

In line with the Government’s ongoing commitment
to the environment and pledge at the recent G7
summit to ‘step up’ action on climate change,
Siemens Energy looks at the work being done today
to shape a more sustainable tomorrow

Charging hubs are popping up all over the place and new
builds, whether commercial or domestic, have to incorporate
these into build specifications.
This electricity will come from renewables or have power that
uses carbon capture technology, so that the carbon emitted can
be stored deep underground.
This inevitably will have an impact on the infrastructure in all

hydrogen hob!
And it’s with these small transitional steps that big change
can really happen. Without doubt our lives will slowly, but
surely, propel into the next decade towards a more sustainable
tomorrow.
Self-driving cars could be a distinct possibility come 2030,
but it remains to be seen whether the increase of hydrogen will
mean we’ll be able to transport ourselves to Mars.
That said, with even just a sprinkling of Mr Armstrong’s
stardust and ambition, the impossible really is possible.
At Siemens Energy, we are proud to be playing our part, but
it’s up to each and every one of us to be the change we want to
see in either this world…or indeed the next.
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Buying into the future of retail
The COVID-19 pandemic has hastened several things over the last year-and-a-half, from the way – and
where – we work, to how we enjoy leisure and culture experiences. It has also accelerated the demise of
retailers, with many disappearing from our high streets following the twin effects of enforced closures
and weakening consumer confidence. One operator to have faced the headwinds caused by coronavirus
is Newcastle-based Fenwick. However, with its flagship department store now open again, and its chief
executive John Edgar – who joined just days after the first national lockdown had begun last year – rolling out
improvements to its physical and online offering, the firm is taking steps to recover lost ground. Steven Hugill
finds out more
Fenwick
www.fenwick.co.uk
@FenwickStores
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John Edgar has viewed the retail sector from numerous angles

former Burton Group, which later became Sir Philip Green’s now

– which is pretty reassuring given its current outlook.

collapsed Arcadia Group.

Scroll down the Fenwick chief executive’s CV and the list

“For me, less is more, and we are in a strong position with

of companies is as illuminating as the Newcastle department

our nine stores here at Fenwick, but the property market must

store’s annual festive window displays.

change, and the Government must still do something about

From blue-ribbon names such as Harrods and Selfridges
Group, to 172-year-old high street operator House of Fraser

business rates too.
“I think what we will see are more discerning high streets,

and the now departed Woolworths, he knows only too well the

rather than the bland multiples of the 1990s where, for example,

sector’s capricious nature.

you sometimes didn’t know the difference between a utilities

And in a world where success in the ‘bricks and mortar’
landscape is no longer as simple as black and white, John’s
technicolour experience has perhaps never been more
important.
With the high street’s very identity under increasing pressure
– caused in no small part by the continued rise of online
shopping, a factor exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic – its
future will only be secured by watershed change.
To remain relevant in today’s convenience culture, high
streets must offer fresh experiences that go beyond simple

shop, a bank and a retail outlet.
“Personality is going to be more and more important going
forward, and we will be perfectly placed for that.
“We need to keep doing the right things – some of our ideas
will work, and some won’t.
“Ultimately it will all be about reinvention and reinvigoration.”
The change to which John refers is already being played
out within Fenwick’s sprawling store on Newcastle’s
Northumberland Street.
Work carried out during the shop’s enforced COVID-19

rows of chain stores and create places of convergence, where

closures has added new dimensions to the 139-year-old family-

leisure and entertainment melds seamlessly with new residential

owned business’ offer.

space and shops that present the unique over the homogenous.

Led by the introduction of a rooftop restaurant, known as

“Retail has never been easy and now, more than ever, we

Roof Thirty Nine, the operator has also opened up windows, re-

need to change and adapt faster,” says John, who grew up in

laid floors and revamped its menswear department to include a

the village of Hurworth, just outside Darlington.

‘sneaker wall’ that features myriad footwear brands and colours.

“The high street will continue to exist, but there will be more
polarisation between the good and the bad.
“I’ve been saying for the last 15 years that there have been
too many shops,” continues John, whose career began at the

Elsewhere, it has strengthened its food hall, with greater
amounts of produce sourced from local suppliers, and it is
continuing to introduce new brands across all departments,
which, in some cases, are exclusive to the city centre site.
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What it all represents, says John, is
the evolution of an esteemed name
that is putting itself in the strongest
possible position as the financial, social,
physical and emotional implications of
the COVID-19 pandemic begin to slowly
abate.
“What we could have done is shut the
doors at Christmas time, unlocked them
again after the last lockdown and said,
‘it’s the same stuff, come in and buy it’,”
says John.
“But that would have been a disaster.
“Instead, what we have chosen to
do is invest for the longevity of the
business.
“To make that happen, though, we
have to provide a point of difference
for customers and that means being
innovative and ensuring quality around
products and services, as well as the
hospitality we provide.
“We are majoring on the hospitality
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growing at an incredible rate.
“Before I joined, it was taking very
little money and was primarily a beauty

element – it’s all about going the extra

site,” says John, who worked as chief

mile and welcoming someone into the

financial officer at Woolworths, where

store just like you would to your home,”

he fought valiantly with colleagues to

continues John, who attended what is

save the ultimately-fated business.

now Darlington’s Carmel College as a
youngster.
“Not many are doing that, certainly
not to the same scale we are.”
While making strides in transforming

“It did bits very well, but it wasn’t
what it could be – we only had a tiny

customers shopping physically, which

picture of Fenwick was instead painted

I think is being helped by the vaccine

through countless online video calls and

rollout.

meetings.

“To an extent, it depends what people
want.
“If I want to buy a lot of detergent, for

“Nothing focuses the mind like a
common enemy,” says John of Fenwick,
which complements in-store and online

example, I don’t need to go into a shop

trading with concierge and call-and-

and experience that.

collect services.

“But if I want to buy some children’s

“As an organisation, we all saw that,

percentage of our product catalogue on

shoes for school, because their feet

and it was quite easy to get everyone to

there, for example.

have grown over lockdown, I’d do that

pull together.

“We have done an awful lot to

in store.
“We can cater for whatever people

the physical and social aspects of

improve the website, but there remains

the business, John – who spent five-

an awful lot more to do. Pandemic or

choose,” adds John, who helped create

and-a-half years as Harrods’ chief

not, it is something we need to be doing

the Selfridges Group during his time

financial officer – is making equally

to be credible in the marketplace and

with the operator.

rapid progress with Fenwick’s online

extend our reach.”

“We had to keep going as best we
could, and the trader mentality really
came out.”
And he says such resilience, coupled
with an ever-growing understanding

He continues: “The website is a

of coronavirus and its repercussions

major part of our plans to transform

on the retail sector and society as a

having only further heightened

the business and we will drive our

whole, means Fenwick has been able

start of the pandemic on April 1 last

the importance of retailers’ digital

online offer further, but it won’t be to

to successfully begin plotting the first

year, the retailer’s digital offering lagged

proposition, John says the online

the exclusion of our stores – the two of

steps to recovery.

somewhat behind its contemporaries,

improvements mean Fenwick now

them sit side-by-side very well.

to the point that its previous hierarchy

has much greater sinuosity to meet

“Online will never make up for the

was strongly considering its permanent

shoppers’ fluctuating buying habits

gap in most retailers – there is a role for

closure.

and counter any further turns in the

both; it is a symbiotic relationship.”

presence.
When he officially took over at the

John, however, was quick to see the
opportunity.
“Everything was closed when I joined
– including online,” he says.
“Someone actually said to me, ‘forget

With enforced COVID-19 closures

economic landscape – all while acting

The progress of the business’

It will, however, be a measured
journey.
“Recovery is going to be quite slow
for everyone,” adds John.
“I think it is going to be a number

as a crucial, supportive ally to its

physical offer and its online services

of years before we get back to a level

traditional ‘bricks and mortar’ offering.

that John alludes to is made even more

where we are really comfortable; the

remarkable when viewed through the

reality is that we just don’t know what

prism of COVID-19.

is going to happen over the next 12

He says: “It remains to be seen how
many people have said, ‘I’m only ever

Having prevented him from

online, it’s not worth it’ – it took me a

going to shop online from now on’

week-and-a-half to change the situation

following the pandemic, but there is a

embarking on physical store visits and

and that part of the business is now

palpable feeling of positivity among

team introductions on his arrival, John’s

months.
“We are, however, in a better place
than we were.”
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SMALL BUSINESS: THE BOWES MUSEUM

Back on show again

when the pandemic struck.
Its impact has helped us to focus
more directly on the development of
contingency and alternative strategy

Like all cultural venues, The Bowes Museum has faced many challenges during the COVID-19 pandemic,
not least its enforced closure and the subsequent cancellation of exhibitions. However, the venue, based in
Barnard Castle, County Durham, has now reopened and Peter Mothersill, chair of the board of trustees, says
its team is excited about its future prospects

planning in the longer term, because we

The Bowes Museum
www.thebowesmuseum.org.uk
@TheBowesMuseum

tools and the experience to cope with

have become much more aware of the
curveballs that can be thrown at us.
At the same time, the experience of
dealing with it has given us both the
things which are beyond our direct
control much more effectively.
The business plan is now complete,
and we are looking to secure a really
varied exhibition programme much
further into the future, which will provide
the security and time to deal with any
unforeseen problems as they arise.
Equally importantly, we are devoting
a great deal of effort into devising new
and exciting ways to draw people into
the museum and, importantly, ensuring
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they come back again and again.
With that in mind, what plans do you
have in place for the rest of 2021 and
beyond?
We want to continue the extraordinary
work the museum’s founders John and
Josephine Bowes inspired when they

activities and events that happen both

we’ve had a really positive response

created this magnificent venue.

in the building and outside in the park

from visitors saying how much they’ve

throughout the year to complement the

enjoyed the lovely welcome they’ve

new trustees, who bring a wealth of

exhibition programme and outreach

received and how safe they feel with the

diverse expertise to help us develop a

work we do with all ages in the

measures we’ve introduced to protect

museum that is securely funded, expertly

community.

them.

How delighted are you to have visitors

comments about our newly-refurbished

We have just finished recruiting seven

managed and continues to be relevant
Like so many venues, The Bowes

from behind closed doors.

exhibitions, through virtual talks from

and inspirational for future generations.
This year, we aim to have something

We’ve had loads of wonderful
back in the museum again, and what

café, the new menu with its emphasis on

COVID-19 pandemic. How have the last

would be able to enjoy their daily

pieces, to our curators relating the

to see for all our visitors, irrespective

has been the reaction of those that

high quality locally-sourced food, and

15 months been?

exercise in the grounds and put on

stories behind many of the objects and

of age, and we opened in May with

have come through the doors since you

the excellent service received.

an outdoor art exhibition, showcasing

putting them in a social and historical

a fantastic new exhibition, North

reopened?

the museum on March 18 last year, ahead

the winners of a young people’s art

context.

Country Quilts: In Celebration of New

of the national lockdown, to protect our

competition we ran online during the

staff, volunteers and visitors as it became

first lockdown.

Museum has been affected by the

Tough! We took the decision to close

We left the parkland open so people

our director showcasing his favourite

Have the closures enforced by the

It’s fantastic to have visitors through

Generally, it has been really gratifying
to hear they are genuinely grateful we’re

Acquisitions, which is on display until

the doors again; they’re delighted to be

here for them to relax and escape from

January next year.

back, and we’re thrilled they’ve chosen

the pressures and difficulties of the past

to visit us.

fifteen months into the wonderful world

At the same time, we significantly

pandemic allowed you to think of new

We have an exciting family exhibition,

increased our digital output with daily

ways of operating? For example, have

The Adventures of Clara the Rhinoceros,

Many are old friends who’ve visited

80 per cent of staff and postpone

pieces on a variety of social media

they helped you look longer-term to

which opens in July and Martin Kinnear’s

the museum for decades and others are

exhibitions, but it also made us really

platforms to continue engaging with

secure more exhibits?

retrospective about the pandemic

new who’ve heard about Barnard Castle

us all feel that we are contributing to

think about how we could continue to

people of all ages.

opening in the new year.

in the news.

helping people recover and move into a

clear the pandemic was escalating.
This resulted in us having to furlough

engage with and support our community

This ranged from online tours of our

The museum was in the process of
creating a new five-year business plan

All that sits alongside the many

So far, since opening on May 17,

of art for a few hours.
It justifies all the hard work and makes

more positive space.

MEET THE TEAM: ALEX STOCKS

Navigating a path towards
global growth
Recently unveiled as the North East England Chamber of Commerce’s international trade manager, Alex
Stocks is providing support to members seeking clarity in the ever-changing commercial landscape. Here,
she tells Steven Hugill more about her role and how she is relishing the prospect of helping businesses in the
region realise their global trading ambitions
Alex Stocks
North East England Chamber of Commerce international trade manager

You have joined the North East England Chamber of

documentation that can include a Certificate of Origin, a

presently working with customs clearance specialists to help

letter of credit, movement certificates and legalisation of

members navigate new Brexit trading rules. What more can

documents. These can be arranged by contacting ecert@

you tell me about your role?

neechamber.co.uk

I lead the Chamber’s international trade teams that arrange
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The international team arranges, where required, export

Commerce as an international trade manager and are

We work with a global network of more than 70 chambers

export documentation and customs brokerage services with

around the world to provide members with access to local

the BCC-qualified customs clearance specialists.

information and support, and have links with the Department

I also work alongside the global network adviser and
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for International Trade too.

member relationship managers to provide support to
businesses in the region that helps develop trade, resolves

What are you enjoying about your role and have there been

issues relating to international trade movements and bolsters

any challenges you’ve had to overcome?

knowledge and understanding of international trading among
the North East business community.

It is a great opportunity to support businesses in the North
East with international trade, and to champion businesses in
the region.

Tell me more about some of the support services the North
East England Chamber of Commerce helps to deliver, such as
ChamberCustoms® and Chamber Global
We offer a wide range of international trade support. In

Many of the challenges have been in relation to helping
navigate post-Brexit trade, involving changes in customs

customs requirements for post-Brexit trading and provide a
compliance focused service for the additional estimated 215
million customs entries.
We also complete import and export declarations for our
customers.
For businesses that are Chamber Global members, they

This stood me in good stead to work with the Chamber’s

requirements, understanding commodity codes and custom

international team, the 70-plus network of chambers around

procedure codes.

the world and our affiliated consultants to help and support
members that are trying to resolve issues.

January 2021, we started a customs brokerage service –
ChamberCustoms® – to support businesses with the new

teams across the business, as well as logistics partners.

Steel. How did that position prepare you for your current
role?
In my previous role, I was involved in import and export
movements for the EU and rest of the world via sea, air,
rail and road, managing relationships with a variety of

What are you most looking forward to achieving in your role?
Building on the Chamber’s established international trading

concerns centrally to BCC and wider audiences, such as
parliamentary groups.

The next thing on the horizon is providing support around

movements. It gave me a good grounding in operational

checks for all imports coming from the EU and from January 1,

understanding of the different modalities of transport for

2022, the requirement for all imports from the EU into Britain

international trade, Brexit planning and the global impact on

to have a pre-lodged import customs entry to ensure that

supply chains from the COVID-19 pandemic.

unnecessary delays and costs are avoided.

webinars and forums. We also offer bespoke training to meet
individual companies’ needs.

As part of the logistics department, I was heavily involved

The Chamber is very important; it is here to help businesses

international trade.

logistics providers and the customs requirements for those

courses on a variety of international trade topics, as well as

growth of the region’s business community?

to thrive and navigate the ever-evolving regulations for

with international trade queries. There is also a helpdesk

The Chamber offers a series of BCC-accredited training

How important a function do you think the North East

in the region by collectively representing their interests and

have a dedicated relationship manager, who supports them

contacted at global@neechamber.co.uk

certificates, such as EUR-1s.

history to ensure we can support businesses in the region

the removal of the Brexit easements in October for health

for submitting international trade queries, which can be

includes issuing Certificates of Origin and movement

England Chamber of Commerce plays in supporting the

Prior to joining the North East England Chamber of
Commerce, you worked in the logistics department at British

of the longstanding export documentation service that

A key area will be continuing to establish and cement the

The Chamber plays a key role in ensuring the region has
easy access to reliable support to understand and develop
international trading knowledge.
It is here to support businesses for new avenues in trade or
to develop existing ones.
To find out more about the Chamber’s suite of international

in issue resolution, which covered a wide variety of logistics-

position of the Chamber as a recognised compliance-focused

services, or if you require support, please speak to your

related challenges and involved working alongside a variety of

customs broker in the North East, alongside the continuation

relationship manager or email global@neechamber.co.uk
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Firms must increase vigilance
after Colonial Pipeline hack

Helping do
good for the UK

Most of the multi-million-pound ransom paid to hackers of the United States’ Colonial Pipeline may now have
been recovered, but, says Eldon Jobe, Melius Cyber’s chief commercial officer, the damage has been done,
with the whole episode only highlighting corporate risks and the vital importance of cyber security protection

The team at Cascade Cash Management (Cascade)
is championing the way forward for companies with
cash in the bank to make the switch and help do
good for the UK – while partnering with a charity
that helps older people enjoy life

Melius Cyber
www.meliuscyber.com
@MeliusCyber

Cascade Cash Management
www.cascade.co.uk
@CascadeCash
situation remains no less serious.

and detect – breaches, without the need

It can be easy to think such

for the SME to be technically competent.

devastating hacks are a world away from
SMEs in the North East.
That, however, isn’t the case, and all
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whose experience can help a business’

senior business executives must always

IT team plan and prepare for a cyber

be vigilant.

attack.

As we move into what could start to feel like a more ‘normal’
life, Cascade has, over the last few months, taken time to look at
and recognise the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the UK.
With many people having been furloughed or made

thousands of pounds of extra cash on your cash reserves.
“If your business doesn’t see a need for that, then we
encourage you to switch to help others.
“Interest proceeds generated from switching can be donated

redundant, people having to use food banks, and charities

in full or in part to support others and to raise funds for our

suffering as their fundraising has been hindered, now is the time

charitable partner Age UK Northumberland.

According to insurers Hiscox, a small

David McPherson, Melius’ chief

business is hacked every 19 seconds and

information officer, says: “Put simply,

there are 65,000 daily attempts to hack

MELCaaS performs a penetration test on

UK SMEs¹.

your IT estate every day, so if you have a

banks and building societies due to a lack of transparency and a

vulnerability that wasn’t there yesterday,

perceived hassle to switch accounts.

These hacks range in sophistication

for those companies with healthy cash reserves to help.
Historically, businesses generally feel a low goodwill towards

“We are urging businesspeople to think responsibly.
“If you don’t want that ‘free money’ from switching accounts,
then do it anyway and give it away!
“Help others who do need it. If it doesn’t need to be in your

and are not solely motivated by

or if a new global threat has been

immediate financial gain.

highlighted, MELCaaS will detect this,

that feeling, by switching cash in the business to the best in the

and our team will advise/support you

market - joining the Cascade community in doing so - can do

protection using different banking licenses for FSCS coverage

through taking preventative action.

good.

too.”

However, most expert hackers hold
businesses to ransom and an increasing
number of companies are paying the

The Colonial Pipeline supplies nearly

Melius Cyber has put together a team
of acknowledged industry experts,

“We are also helping clients achieve

ransom fee rather than facing the

better cyber hygiene through attaining

disruption and consequences of data

Cyber Essentials Plus and ISO 27001

loss or system rebuild.

certifications, and we have recently

The reason for this is that the breach

been providing training workshops to

Dr Emma Black, Cascade managing director, says a shift in

She says: “Savings rates are at an all-time low, with the threat
that they may even drop to a negative rate later this year.
“If this happens, it will be the first time to have ever occurred
in the 327-year history of the Bank of England.
“Money just sat in current accounts is doing absolutely zero

pocket, do good by putting it in theirs.
“You can do good and simultaneously increase your depositor

Clients can opt for as many savings accounts as they want,
have the choice from a range of terms from instant access to five
years and can either administer their own accounts or allow the
Cascade team to administer it for them.
Amy Whyte, head of charitable services at Age UK

half of the petrol and diesel for the US

was not detected or was detected too

highlight the action plan required to

work for businesses now, and if it is more than £85,000, it is not

Northumberland, says: “This is a great idea and two brilliant ways

East Coast and its recent shutdown by

late. Most businesses do take action to

respond to a cyber incident.”

covered fully by the FSCS.

to generate funds for good causes.

hackers caused widespread disruption

try and prevent a breach but virtually

and near chaos.

no SME has anything in place to detect

commercial officer, adds: “Headline-

informing them of their duty of care to make sure it is put to

for each introduction, businesses willing to donate the money

DarkSide, a hacker group allegedly

Eldon Jobe [pictured], Melius’ chief

“We are therefore reaching out to businesses of all sizes,

“As well as Cascade giving £250 that could go into a charity

when a breach has occurred, and those

grabbing incidents such as Colonial

work in the right place for the right reasons and to boost their

earned on their cash reserves that they don’t need will make a

based in Eastern Europe, was behind

that do can only detect the breach if

Pipeline, Travelex and British Airways are

social responsibility actions too.”

huge difference to the services we can deliver to older people in

the attack, and it has been reported it

they have a competent IT team with

just the tip of the iceberg.

garnered some $90 million in Bitcoin

cybersecurity skills.

in ransom money from the hack – and

Melius Cyber is focused on protecting

“Cybercrime is a real threat to all

The team at Cascade do all the work involved in the switch and
simply require new clients to fund their new accounts.

UK businesses and in all probability a

For those that introduce or refer other clients, there is the

our community.
“Every penny raised in the region is spent here, and not a lot of
people appreciate that we are a stand alone small charity with a

a number of other incidents against

the SME marketplace by building cyber

serious breach will put 90 per cent of

choice of £250 cashback to be held on account, or to donate it

further operators – before shutting down

counterintelligence software that will

companies out of business, so taking

in their name to Age UK Northumberland or a charity of their

soon afterwards.

detect a breach and stop a ransomware

preventative action is not enough.

choice. Through their partnership with Age UK Northumberland,

will be our lifeblood going forward, so please, if you have money

Cascade is inviting those businesses who aren’t driven in earning

in a business account that could be switched and do good, then

interest for their own use to switch to the Cascade portal,

speak with Cascade.”

donating their ‘free money’ earnings from it to the charity.

For more information, visit www.cascade.co.uk or

Though officials say they have since
recovered most of the $4.4 million

attempt before it gets started.
Our in-house MELCaaS application is

(£3.1million) ransom paid to DarkSide

the only software on the market at an

following its Colonial Pipeline attack, the

SME price point that will protect from –

Reference - 1. Hiscox report; www.hiscoxgroup.com/news/ press-releases/2018/18-10-18

“SMEs must prepare for when they are
breached.
“To do this, they must be able to
discover a breach as quickly as possible.”

Emma says: “By working with us, you could generate

large charity name.
“Bringing in funds from people and partnerships in the region

www.ageuk-northumberland.org.uk
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INFLUENCE: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Singing from the same
hymn sheet
Amid Government plans to cut arts funding, Amber Burney, policy and engagement executive at the North
East England Chamber of Commerce, looks at the importance of culture across society and why it needs
support going forward to flourish once more following the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic

Amber Burney
amber.burney@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberAmber
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hen the Culture Recovery Fund (CRF) was
announced last July, the arts and culture
sector was acknowledged as what “makes
our country great” by Prime Minister Boris
Johnson.
Less than a year later, the Government has announced plans to
cut funding by 50 per cent for the arts, deeming it a non-priority
subject at university.
At a time when venues have just reopened and the nation’s
cultural health has started its recovery process, the last thing we
need to do is cut down the artists who enable it in the first place,
when many of the current artists are suffering from the pandemic
following unsecure employment.
Arts and culture are their own individual, closed-off sector –
they are engrained across society and benefit the economy not only
directly, but through improving the health and wellbeing of the
public, stimulating tourism, supporting regional prosperity and
lifting people out of poverty.
This is all the more important under the Government’s ‘levellingup’ agenda for left-behind regions of the UK, and it’s important
to remember the integral role the sector plays in holding us all
together.
Cuts to higher education funding will negatively impact on the
ability of the sector to continue contributing to the wider economy.

The arts and culture sector needs a strong talent pipeline like
every industry does, and current artists and employees have
struggled greatly in the pandemic.
For artists and creators, this is in part due to an inability to access
financial support from the Government outside of Universal Credit
as many are a part of the gig economy or have highly irregular
working patterns and therefore income.
For the employees with more regular working hours, the sector
has seen some of the highest rates of furlough scheme take-up, and
unfortunately redundancy too.
Although venues have done all they can to support the people
who drive customers their way, long term it could impact venues
too, should there be a lack of talent, investment and understanding
of the importance the sector plays in everyday life.
Business engagement with the arts and culture sector is the
lowest it has been in around 30 years.
Art, culture, business and community are all very important to
each other and can collaborate to solve regional issues, not just
through financial means like sponsorship, but through partnerships
between businesses and anchor institutions such as the Sage
Gateshead.
Cross-sector collaboration can help complex community issues
and help many across the region rise out of poverty – this is where
the sector comes into its own, and why they have an important seat

INFLUENCE: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

at the table of economic recovery.
Strong cultural organisations continue to contribute to our
overall regional identity and will help us attract talent to the North
East, something that is much needed by all businesses as they
traverse new ways of working and potentially compete with higher
home-based salaries from jobs based in the South.
Engagement with art, culture and heritage, as well as general
community engagement, can also help companies stand out among
others for recruiting talent by showing themselves to be ethical and
socially-responsible businesses.
Wang and Holznager recently completed a study around
corporate reputation; their findings across generations of workers
suggest potential employees want to know the businesses they’re
going to be working for are “trustworthy collaborators” with other
organisations which are beneficial to communities, such as the arts,
culture, heritage and charities.
Millennials, making up a vast number of the workforce, also felt
strongly about the concept of partnership over sponsorship.
It is becoming ever more important for businesses to show
value to talent through community involvement, corporate social
responsibility and sustainable practices.
And a strong arts and culture sector isn’t just helping you attract
and recruit talent – having your employees engage at work
through volunteering and getting involved can also help with

employee development.
It has been shown to foster creative thinking and new ways of
solving issues and can also be beneficial for team bonding, which,
after the social distancing and lack of ability to bond over the last
year, is ever more important.
So, what can the Government, our business community and
ourselves do to make sure arts and culture continues to enhance all
our lives?
The North East Culture Partnership suggests the Government
could influence through support in the form of grant funding for
creative ideas around changing public and green spacing, as an
example.
Support for artists is also very important going forward, which
can be done in the form of helping venues support performers,
many of whom have their own development programmes already,
or helping artists directly through financial means.
For us as the North East business community, it is going to be all
about making sure the whole region is singing from the same hymn
sheet, to shout about what we can do and what we contribute and
why we deserve more investment.
And finally, consider this a call to arms for the region’s business
community to recognise the value engaging with the sector can
bring, not only to your business, but this beautiful place we call
home.
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Providing assurance 					
for the future

across the hospitality and commercial property sectors, the

business forward, Mark, Glenn and Julie have their eyes on the

assistance.

next generation, to ensure Todd & Cue’s philosophy continues

“Our flexibility and agility have been reinforced over the last
year-and-a-half,” says Mark, who has 19 years’ experience with
the firm.
“Even through periods of lockdown, we had clients needing us

Having built a reputation for trusted service with the personal touch for more than 40 years, leading
independent insurance broker Todd & Cue is looking to build on the success of a management buyout by
extending its market presence. Steven Hugill finds out more

to attend a survey or see us in person in a safe environment at
their premises, because that is what they’ve come to expect.
“Many other brokers haven’t been able to provide that,
however, because the edict has been to work from home.”

Todd & Cue
www.toddcue.co.uk
@ToddCue

He adds: “We have a significant book of licensed trade

reassurance.
Businesses have felt the exact same way.
Amid the maelstrom of the COVID-19 pandemic, support
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prove restrictive, but our independence allows us to make the
right choice for customers, as well as colleagues.
“Furthermore, we have real rapport with clients; we deal with

for commercial operators – and an empathetic understanding

all matters, from policy inception to claims resolution, and every

of their individual challenges – has arguably never been more

step of a client transaction is dealt with under one roof.”

important.
One company that has delivered just that – and continues to
do so – is Chartered independent insurance broker Todd & Cue.
Its personal approach, however, is not merely a response to
coronavirus.
It is, in fact, a cornerstone of the Team Valley-based business
that dates back more than 40 years.
Founded in 1979 by Trevor Todd and Steve Cue, and
subsequently taken on by the latter with Chris Scott, the firm
has long prided itself on delivering tailored and considerate
assistance to clients of all sizes, from sole traders to publicly
listed companies.
Such commitment has garnered customers across the UK, and
its current management team says the dedication will remain a
golden thread in plans to further extend its market presence.
It has also helped the business long maintain a position in the
Insurance Age Top 100 UK broker list and, in more recent years,
become a member of Brokerbility, the group of like-minded
independent insurance brokers that place around £400 million
of written premiums into the market.
And it remains a key part of the firm’s independent standing,
which continues to be of real importance to the team and was
strengthened in September 2017 when Mark Armstrong, Julie
Rea and Glenn Cue – Steve’s son – completed a management
buyout.
Mark says: “The buyout means we were able to continue
being the masters of our own destiny; all decisions are made by
us, with client needs at the forefront of that decision-making
process.

“It is all about long-term relationships,” adds Glenn, who
reveals Steve and Chris remain with the firm, assisting in
servicing some corporate accounts.
“When we take a client on, they are looked after by an
executive account director and a day-to-day account handler.
“Those people have all worked here for many years, which
provides real continuity, and we fund our entire team’s CPD
training and qualification programme to ensure our colleagues
continued learning also benefits the client.
“We also have our own internal claims department, which is
not a given for all insurance brokers in today’s market.
“That again helps deliver a personable service and sets us
apart,” continues Glenn, who has been with the business for 22
years.
“It is a hard market at the moment; insurance rates are
increasing at a time when the economy has faced real challenge.
“But our strong relationships with clients and insurers means
we are able to place a client with exactly the right partner.”
Julie, who has previously worked within the international
broker market, adds: “What we sought to achieve with the
buyout was to retain Trevor, Steve and Chris’ principles.
“We are always at the end of a phone and there is no such
thing as a stupid question.
“It means clients don’t see us as their insurance broker, we are
more like partners and seek to assist them with their wide and
varied queries.”
The close nature of support to which they allude has only
been emphasised during the COVID-19 pandemic.
With a good proportion of Todd & Cue’s client base operating

Mark says: “If possible, we would like to create our own
internal succession plan and bring people on board of a similar
mindset to us; it would be nice to continue in that vein.”
“It’s about giving opportunities,” continues Julie, who has ten
years’ experience with the firm.
“We have previously brought in apprentices, and we look to
develop people at every stage.”
Ultimately, though, whatever the make-up of its team, Mark
says the business will always have honesty and empathy at its

have suffered terribly.

core.

things we were able to do was to speak to our insurer partners
“Often, in larger corporate brokers, perceived red tape may

across years to come.

business which Glenn manages on our behalf – and these clients
“It has led to some very difficult discussions but one of the

It’s fair to say the last 16 months have left us all in need of some

And, with such innovative measures helping move the

situation called for – and continues to demand – even greater

and deliver bespoke solutions for customers, particularly in the

“The single largest differentiator in the broker market is
service,” he adds.
“And that is what we all pride ourselves on.”

licensed trade sector.”
“Client retention has remained very high,” continues Glenn of
the business, which places almost £14 million worth of premium

Contact Todd & Cue with any insurance related query on
0191 482 0050 or at info@toddcue.com

into the market.
“And as things reopen, our focus is on helping clients move
forward again.”
The momentum to which Glenn refers, though, will not be
solely limited to Todd & Cue’s customer base.
The firm, which employs 25 people and hasn’t furloughed any
staff across the duration of the pandemic, is pushing on itself,
with Mark revealing plans to add four staff to its roster to aid
market expansion.
“We service clients the length and breadth of the country,
and we now see a real opportunity to drive on,” he says of the
firm.
“Client numbers have grown over the last three years, and by
bringing in new blood and adding experience we are hopeful of
seeing more of that.”
He adds: “We are open to exploring any opportunity; we
are not averse to exploring acquisition opportunities where
appropriate.
“However, we won’t do something just to bolster income.
“Any acquisition, individual or company, would have to
complement our existing ethos.”
One area where the company is keen to progress, is through
the use of technology, having previously launched a claims app.
Glenn says: “If you have a motoring accident, suffer property
damage or have a liability claim, you can use the app and
immediately upload photos and record critical third-party
information.”
Mark adds: “It’s about trying to work as closely as possible
with clients to help them understand how they might manage
risk and how things like real-time reporting of claims can deliver
benefits to the cost of an insurance programme.”
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Sunderland College developing
future health and care workforce
through new Academy of
Excellence
Sunderland College is partnering with the North East Local Enterprise Partnership, Ford Next Generation
Learning and The Edge Foundation on a venture to ensure students are work-ready when they complete their
studies

experience and student mentoring programmes, as well as
offering employer site visits and live projects.
Neil Willis, North East Local Enterprise Partnership’s
education challenge regional lead, says: “We are delighted

Sunderland College
www.sunderlandcollege.ac.uk
@sunderlandcol

the partnership work with Sunderland College, Ford Next
Generation Learning and Edge Foundation, as well as the effort
and commitment of all stakeholders involved, is shaping the
development of young people who have chosen health and
social care as a career pathway.”

Sunderland College is leading a
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Working closely with key employers

and expertise.
Peter Robertson, head of business

Fay Lane, talent for care relationship manager at Health
Education England, continues: “Health Education England are

partnership to bring education and

and regional stakeholders South

employers closer together and develop

Tyneside and Sunderland NHS

development at Education Partnership

proud to be supporting the Health and Social Care Academy of

the health and social care workforce of

Foundation Trust; Sunderland City

North East, says: “We recognise that

Excellence.

the future.

Council; Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne

achieving qualifications is only part of
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“The project is a key example of how college education

and Wear NHS Foundation Trust; Home

the pathway to employment and that

partnerships at NHS ICS level can involve colleges in the

Enterprise Partnership, Ford Next

Group; Sunderland Care and Support;

employers require so much more from

workforce needs for the future; to ensure a sustainable, agile

Generation Learning and The Edge

NHS Health Education England; All

their future workforces.

and innovative future health and care workforce.”

Foundation, the college’s Health and

Together Better Sunderland; and Skills

Social Care Skills Academy ensures

for Care, the Academy – launched in

college to work closely with employers

young people and adults have the skills

November 2020 – creates a 21st century

and for the college to develop a co-

and behaviours required to make them

curriculum offer that is aligned to the

designed and co-delivered curriculum

Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation

work-ready when they complete their

sectors’ current and future needs,

so that our students gain invaluable

Trust, adds: “Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS

studies.

drawing on decades of experience

industry knowledge.

Foundation Trust are very pleased to be working with the

Alongside the North East Local

“Qualifications are important, but the Academy will also offer
students the opportunity to experience what it’s like to work in
the sector so that when they complete their studies, they will be

“The aim of the Academy is for the

work ready.”
Gayle Hennessey, apprenticeship contract manager at

Health and Social Care Academy of Excellence.

“Ideally, this will mean that employers

“In working with organisations that adopt the same high level

have an identified ‘talent pool’ of workready students when recruiting staff in

of excellence towards learning, we can promote opportunities

the coming years.

for successful careers in the health sector when the students
complete their studies.”

“The Academy will offer employers

Sunderland College has a rich history of working with

the opportunity to have a direct

employers that dates back more than 150 years.

impact on the skills and behaviours of
our further education students, adult

Recently, health and social care has become one of the

learners and apprentices by helping

college’s key sector areas, with more than 800 students and

shape our learning programmes so they

apprentices studying at Bede Campus or placed with many of

reflect the needs of their sector.”

the region’s largest employers.
Challenging the growing skills gap across the region, millions

Regional employers, stakeholders and
Sunderland College staff have formed

Gemma Taylor, workforce development and apprenticeship

of pounds has been invested in state-of-the-art ‘Health Hubs’

an Academy Steering Board to provide a

manager at South Tyneside and Sunderland NHS Foundation

at Sunderland College by parent group Education Partnership

framework and establish ‘work streams’,

Trust, says: “The trust is delighted to be part of the Academy,

North East.

such as co-designing and co-delivering

through working closely with the college we can ensure

courses, arranging guest speakers and

students gain the skills they need to develop a career in

Northumberland College to ensure students gain vital skills and

masterclasses, introducing robust work

healthcare.

experience within professional working environments.

These are mirrored at Hartlepool Sixth Form and

A D V E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : R E C O V E R Y4 L I F E

Why slow and
steady will win
the COVID-19
race…
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With the Government having pushed back its
easing of COVID-19 restrictions in an effort to
counter the new Delta variant, our daily lives and
companies’ operations continue to remain difficult.
The pandemic also continues to have a marked
effect on people’s mental health and wellbeing.
As the warm weather returns, venues reopen
and companies seek to return staff to traditional
places of work, John Devitt, chief executive at
Recovery4Life, says the battle against COVID-19 is
a marathon not a sprint, and that this is the time for
caution
Recovery4Life
www.recovery4life.co.uk
@Recovery4LifeNE

COVID-19 testing and monitoring of long-COVID-19 symptoms.

• Use the best tests available. Not all are

“The impact of the pandemic on depression, anxiety and

the same and some range in accuracy

trauma means even more cases will emerge over the next 12

from 48 per cent to 98 per cent. If in

months and are only likely to go on increasing,” says John.

doubt, get in touch and we’ll share our
experience

He continues: “Fear, grief, trauma and isolation will impact on
every workplace, so every business needs to consider how they

• Is your occupational health provision fit-

will pre-empt these situations.

for-purpose? Will it be able to address

“Figures before the pandemic showed that one in six people
were reporting experiencing feelings of anxiety and depression

complex mental health and physical

every week in England1.

long-COVID-19 symptoms?

“COVID-19 has exacerbated this and will have a long-term
• Do you have an EAP service in place

impact on how people feel, so strong support mechanisms need

and is it fit-for-purpose?

to be in place to help them.
“Mental health and psychological security impacts on all parts

• Is your sickness policy supportive? Is

of a business and at all levels – so this needs to be a cornerstone

flexible working available for those with

of any health and wellbeing strategy.

carer responsibilities?

“And with the Government’s provision of free tests for
businesses due to finish at the end of June, employers need

• Have you completed or updated your

to think about how they will continue to manage transmission
within the workplace and demonstrate to their people that their

HSE stress management audits as

workplace is safe.

people return to work?

John continues: “Similarly, for those who have been directly
affected by the virus and may be affected by long-COVID-19

• Be aware public sector health services

symptoms, regular health surveillance will be key to ensuring that

are stretched, so, if you can afford

issues such as ‘brain-fog’ and fatigue are considered in the risk
management of safety critical roles.
“The impact of these long-term conditions is unknown, but

private health care, look for a provider
“We work with companies of all sizes –
from sole traders and consultants to large

the phone to ask for help.
“Our EAP model is designed to

that will cover these conditions and
change provider if they don’t

With the recent spike in the now dominant Delta variant of

there is a clear need for employers to be sure they have good

companies – and firmly believe the first

include elements of assertive outreach

COVID-19 delaying the relaxation of lockdown measures and

occupational health to screen and monitor these conditions over

step is to maximise the resources and

by working with HR teams and line

the opening up of society, coronavirus has once again shown its

time to keep the workplace and their people safe.

systems you already have in place.”

managers to identify those who

managers – they are key to making a

may be struggling and offer support

difference at shop floor level

unpredictability.
With recent projections of up to 40,000 excess deaths over

“We’re here to help with these new challenges.
“Employers need to ensure they have a clear understanding of

John continues: “Companies must
also take a more integrated approach

appropriately and straight away, without
the need for waiting lists.

• Train your frontline supervisors/

summer and significant concerns of another deadly wave across

how they are going to support staff going forward, what to do if

to occupational health, employee

the coming winter months, as we return to work, there has never

someone is in distress, and how they will manage situations as we

assistance programmes (EAP) and even

been a greater need for businesses to look at how they will

have further spikes and lockdowns.

drug and alcohol programmes, as well as

response, and we always look to contact

all the answers to increasingly complex

programmes such as Mental Health First

someone within 24 hours of them

questions

Aid and volunteering programmes.

reaching out; we are a 24/7 business.

address the health and wellbeing needs of their people.
And with continuing uncertainty over vaccine efficacy, and

“It is hoped the vaccines will continue to reduce the death rate
and severe health impacts, but they will only reduce not stop

“The key thing is the speed of

• Look after your managers and HR
teams – they are often expected to have

emerging mutations such as the Delta double-mutation or the

transmission, so we need to keep testing and health screening

recently identified triple-variant in Vietnam, the importance of

and observing ‘hands, face, space’ for as long as the virus is

exercises – they must be self-propagating

comfortable and where its safe to do

and supervision/reflective practice to

such will continue for a number of years to come.

active.

and have a purpose.

so – that can be in their office, at one of

Mental Health First Aiders and that they

our clinics, at a café or, if it works best for

have a ‘release valve’, so they are not

them, in their home.”

personally affected by issues

While many individuals have sought support during the last

“These basics, combined with health promotion, supportive

“These cannot just be tick-box

“Once these are operating effectively,

year, businesses will have to deal with these conditions going

policies, programmes and practice, will help develop a supportive

employers can identify any gaps and

forward as firms seek to welcome back workers after months in

and empathetic culture to help us deal with whatever COVID-19

the best way for addressing them or

makeshift home offices.

does next.

enhancing areas of need.

“As we pick up the pieces and start looking at new ways of

“While this is a lot to take in when you’re running a business

“EAPs are of particular concern, as

working, health and wellbeing in the workplace has to be more

or department, if people are confused or feel they are lacking in

than fruit-on-a-Friday, gym memberships and the odd yoga

support, that is where we come in.

session,” says John Devitt, chief executive of the award-winning

“We care passionately about people and their physical and

“We meet people where they feel most

• Make sure you offer ongoing training

• Recruit health and wellbeing champions
Recovery4Life’s top tips for improving

to lead on developing promoting ‘good’

many are not effective and are entirely

the physical and mental health and

health initiatives

reactive.

wellbeing of your people:
• And finally – look after yourself! Make

“EAPs must be up-to-date and

Recovery4Life, which helps businesses support their people with

mental health and wellbeing is absolutely paramount to what

proactive because not everyone will be

specialist health services that include mental health guidance,

we do.

ready to go back to the office or pick up

• Keep up your physical control measures
– hands, face and space

sure that you take holidays and watch
your wear and tear

Reference – 1: Mind; Mental health facts and statistics – www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/statistics-and-facts-aboutmental-health
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A safe shelter in the changing
cyber landscape

and breadth of its work, which includes supporting brands
to enter the marketplace or re-invent themselves to increase
performance.
“We hold a lot of vital work for clients, all of which needs to
be backed up on an internal server,” says Ruth.
“All project managers, creatives and artworkers use the same

As our reliance on technology continues through the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for strong IT security has
never been more important. One company helping to improve resilience is Newcastle-based independent
IT security consultancy CyberShelter. Here, founder Martin Hart and Ruth Mattera, managing director at
branding and marketing firm Hedley McEwan, explain their relationship and how it is delivering many IT
benefits

server and that’s where we share work, so it is imperative the
server is kept up and running, as it is to the back-up server,
which holds completed projects.

basis.

CyberShelter
www.cybershelter.co.uk
@cyber_shelter

“So, when we were looking for an IT specialist to support
us, we needed someone that understood our needs and was
somebody we could trust – CyberShelter was exactly that.”
Ruth says the relationship was immediately strengthened by
CyberShelter’s professional approach and it’s understandable

It’s fair to say we’ve learned a lot

IT and network security, IT infrastructure

about ourselves during the COVID-19

and GDPR.

pandemic.

“CyberShelter came into the office, assessed our system

Working with customers that stretch

“And if someone has any kind of vulnerability, we will find it.
“We basically check everything, asking questions like, ‘when
backup media?’ because people very rarely do it.

Ruth, who reveals CyberShelter is providing the company with
monthly broadband and cloud back-up support.

elements of technology for the first

manufacturing, retail and design, the

time to stay connected with family and

firm carries out audits, assesses the

professional and didn’t cause any disruption to our working day.

friends, or taking up a hobby to while

strength of firewalls, tests networks

“Once the audit had been carried out, Martin and his team

away lockdown monotony, we’ve all

and WiFi connections, and delivers

discovered something new.

vulnerability scans on servers and PCs.

She continues: “While on-site, the team were very

detailed action points in plain English.
“Martin took me through a step-by-step list of what we

Adopting the same tools used by

secure email hosting.

was the last time you did a failover, or a data restore from

a multitude of sectors, from legal to

There are a couple of other things we

Explaining CyberShelter’s marketplace offer, he says: “We do
a lot of work around resilience, disaster recovery planning and

and advised what we needed to do to be more secure,” says

from Scotland to Ukraine and span

“Cyber Essentials will mitigate around 80 per cent of attack
vectors, and Cyber Essentials Plus, aside from independently
verifying the CE certification, also scans for about 70,000
known vulnerabilities and gives a report that rates risk from low
to medium, high and critical.
“IASME Governance is the only official certification that

needed to do and the CyberShelter team then got on with

says and proves a company is GDPR compliant too; it is very

implementing the changes.

important.”

could do with mastering, though – IT

hackers to check and test networks,

resilience and vigilance around cyber

CyberShelter – which is a member of

security.

the invite-only North East Business

when we do have a problem or even just a query, CyberShelter

crucial component of Martin’s work is focused on people – and

Resilience Centre – also works with

is always quick to respond.”

their awareness of hackers and scammers.

Recent attacks on McDonald’s
operations in South Korea and Taiwan,

organisations’ existing IT providers to

where customer data was exposed, and

deliver an independent view on future

a similar episode at game publisher

investment.

Electronic Arts, which saw hackers

A certifying body for the

“Since then, it has been pretty much smooth sailing and,
Martin Hart
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auditing process.

home while juggling childcare, using

Whether it has been working from

Ruth Mattera

“Often our files are huge in terms of size, so the server needs
to be able to handle them while still performing on a speedy

Ruth says the value of support from CyberShelter – which has

attacks, wherein individuals are targeted with legitimate-looking

up new starters’ email accounts – has come into even sharper

emails asking for username and password details, Martin says

improve cyber security across the

focus over the last year-and-a-half, as the business has adapted

vigilance is key.

financial services sector.

to home working during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Government-endorsed Cyber Essentials

21 football title, only emphasise the

and Cyber Essentials Plus schemes

dangers online.

– which confirm companies are

and marketing company Hedley

access to our server that was secure for the team to service

compliant with IT industry standards

McEwan, which supports customers

clients in the same manner.

in the office, and therefore not within

and have protocols in place to reduce

with design and brand strategy

easy reach of the company IT support

the potential for attacks – the firm is

services, online and offline advertising,

experience; Martin’s understanding of our business and what

team, the need for resilience amid

also qualified to provide on-site IASME

web design, print production, project

is needed from an IT infrastructure and support perspective

ever-increasing internet-based threats

Governance certification, which formally

management and film production, and

makes for a great working relationship.”

and social media’s inexorable growth

recognises an organisation’s GDPR

3D animation.

remains paramount.

compliance.

One company working to ensure

Furthermore, it has just been

Its clients include fast-paced branding

CyberShelter has worked with

“Ultimately, working with CyberShelter is a hassle-free

For Martin, whose career began in the late 1980s when he
worked on a project to maintain the Metro’s ticket machines

To that end, CyberShelter – partnering with USecure –
provides assessments and online training programmes to ensure
staff are alert to phishing ploys.
He says: “If there is a way around something, it will be found.
“But I have been involved in implementing systems and
educating people around stopping fraud for a long time.
“I’ve got a lot of experience in IT fraud and security and have
a strong technical background, and I know where things can go
wrong.
Martin adds: “A key part of the work I do is talking to

and barriers, CyberShelter’s relationship with Hedley McEwan is

companies about their use of information and the importance of

a perfect summation of his business.

ensuring their systems are vigilant against attacks and that their

accepted as an assessor for the

Newcastle, since 2016, overseeing all its

this world is CyberShelter.

Counter-Fraud Fundamentals

IT infrastructure and security needs.

Certification scheme, an initiative

She adds: “CyberShelter assisted us in setting up remote

the business, based in the heart of

individuals and companies stay safe in
Based at Byker’s Hoults Yard, the

Highlighting the social engineering element of fraudsters’

advised Hedley McEwan on buying new computers and setting

steal source coding for its flagship FIFA

And with many of us still not back

While ensuring systems remain robust technically, another

And Ruth Mattera, the agency’s

business – founded by Martin Hart in

between IASME and the Open Banking

managing director, says the partnership

2016 – provides independent advice on

Implementation Entity that aims to

is extremely valuable, given the volume

He says: “We’ve worked with Ruth and her team for a few
years now, and our partnership is very strong.
“As a company, we look to fully understand what clients need,
and that is borne out in our support to Hedley McEwan.”

people are wary of manipulation attempts.
“IT security is a critically serious issue, and we are here to
help individuals stay wary and organisations across the board
ensure their infrastructures remain robust.”
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Mastering
the steps to
recovery

whose show adorns his Dance City office wall – sees it as an

would benefit from a fresh running partner, while recognising I

opportunity to instil watershed change across his new venture

needed to put myself in front of new people to help me grow

and the community it serves.

again.”

“When I arrived, we were closed to the public,” says Anand,

He continues: “I was very engaged in civic matters and local

who moved permanently to the North East in December after

community initiatives in Leicester, and I felt a sense of internal

spending the first months of his tenure commuting to and from

betrayal about leaving.

the East Midlands.
“We were in receipt, like many companies, of support from the

The arts and culture sector has arguably taken
some of the most powerful blows dealt by
COVID-19. But, as the situation slowly eases,
the environment is beginning to tilt in favour of
operators. One organisation planning its future
in this evolving landscape is Newcastle and
Sunderland-based Dance City. Here, Steven
Hugill speaks to artistic director and chief
executive Anand Bhatt, and learns more about
why he is taking a measured approach to its
recovery from the pandemic

Job Retention Scheme and the Culture Recovery Fund – but we

Dance City
www.dancecity.co.uk
@dancecity

voluntarily in the kitchen and we distribute 60 meals and carry

were still closed in so many ways.
“Our kitchen, for example, was shut, so I took inspiration from

“But I thought, ‘if I can carry the same energy to community
endeavours in the North East, to bring positive change as I have
done in Leicester, will that not be a good thing?’”
And transformation is a cornerstone of Anand’s blueprint for
Dance City.

the Peepul Centre, in Leicester, which received no public funding

The organisation has operated for more than 30 years, but

but had turned its café into a soup kitchen and was distributing

its future will be markedly different as lessons learned from the

1000 meals a week.

pandemic are weaved into everyday operations.

“I thought, ‘if an organisation that receives no public funding
can do that, then why can’t we?’
“So, from January, we partnered with Newcastle’s West End
Refugee Service and were then connected to the Salvation
Army.
“Now, on a Sunday night, we have people who gather
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out separate fundraising too.”
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While providing vital sustenance for those in need, Anand
says the decision to open the kitchen allowed too for the
creation of new social bonds that will prove crucial in the postCOVID-19 era.
“I wanted to make our kitchen serviceable to the public at a
time when they had so many different needs,” he says.

It may be too much of an exaggeration

hothouse for talent, combining support

to say Anand Bhatt’s career was

for professional performers with

destined to wind its way to Dance City.

globally-renowned touring shows across

and chief executive at the beginning of

opportunity to be in the room alongside people as we cooked,

disciplines such as breakdancing.

July last year, Anand, a former full-time

so I could engage in conversation.

Then again, the writing was on the
wall – well, his work was.

It is also a hub for next generation

disability spectrum.
Having taken over as artistic director

fundraiser for a number of charities, is

“It also gave me – as someone who would have otherwise
been a social recluse in the time of the last lockdown – an

“Furthermore, it allowed people, who ordinarily wouldn’t have

tuition, with its Training Academy

now hard at work investing his skills and

used our building, to interact with our facilities,” adds Anand,

surrounds of the room he now calls his

delivering undergraduate and

experience in Dance City’s offering.

who first visited Dance City in 2008 to watch an Indian touring

office is a framed poster celebrating

postgraduate courses in professional

a performance his former touring

dance and advanced dance

ensured his endeavours have been – and

company delivered at the venue eight

performance, respectively, alongside the

remain – far from straightforward.

years ago.

University of Sunderland.

Hung on one of the pastel-coloured

In a rather poetic foreshadowing,

In addition, its Centre for Advanced

The COVID-19 pandemic, however, has

The closure of the organisation’s
regional bases to the majority of the

company.
“It was vitally important we did that because institutions
must become more relevant to communities as we go forward
following the pandemic.
“Ultimately, if we try to do things in the way we remember

the artwork shows that while it may

Training – run through a partnership

public, including its popular Tyneside

doing them before COVID-19, we will not have changed as an

have taken a little longer for Anand to

with the Department for Education’s

café, and enforced switch to remote

organisation, and that would be the biggest shame.”

physically arrive at the operator, his soul

Music and Dance Scheme – provides

classes amid lockdowns and social

had found a home a good while earlier.

contemporary training for gifted and

distancing regulations, meant Anand

behind Anand’s decision to leave his role at the Aakash Odedra

They include, reveals Anand, a hybrid approach that has

talented young people aged between

joined a business out of step with its

Company, where his administration skills had proven the perfect

turned the necessity of pandemic-provoked video call classes

ten and 18-years-old.

accustomed service delivery.

foil for his eponymous global award-winning business partner

into a permanent offer.

And soul is very much at the heart of
his plans for Dance City.

Furthermore, Dance City’s public

Not that he’s let it faze him, though.

Street with further space in The Fire

classes programme covers disciplines

In fact, Anand, who was previously

Station, Sunderland, the national

including hip hop, ballet and belly

based in Leicester, having co-founded

dance development organisation is a

dancing across all ages, abilities and the

the Aakash Odedra Company –

Operating from Newcastle’s Temple

Such feeling of transition was also a significant reason

and performer.
“It felt like I had potentially peaked in that job,” says Anand,
“and I think I needed to recontextualise myself.
“Aakash and I are still very good friends, but I thought he

The overall speed of change, though, will be gradual.
While Dance City’s doors have remained open over the last
ten months for its university students to continue training, for
its teachers to keep on delivering online programmes and, since
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January, for professional dancers to shake off any COVID-19 rust

we have lower income targets for the rest of the year than we

under the strictest safety protocols, it hasn’t yet resumed full

would have otherwise had.

operations, despite the easing of social distancing restrictions.
Instead, Anand says there will be a phased resumption, with
its theatre programme and café, for example, set to resume

and the culture sector will respond to that by being open – but

later in the year as commercial goals are weighed against

it won’t be pushy.

patrons’ safety.
“We’ve been able to keep the front doors open in a limited

“Ultimately, we need to ensure we play our part in keeping
everyone safe, so we can get back to the things we enjoy, like

context for the people that needed to access the building,” he

that family weekend in Northumberland or a visit to grandma

says.

in Kent.”

“We couldn’t physically run our public class programme

Anand continues: “By and large, we have a very young

during the restrictions, but that has now recommenced in a

workforce, a student cohort, and the Centre for Advanced

socially distanced context with halved numbers.

Training that is coaching people between ten and 18.

“And we will continue with our hybrid model – the legacy

“A lot of the people that come through our doors are not

of COVID-19 has spurred us into having a permanent digital

eligible for vaccinations yet, so allowing some more weeks for

channel,” reveals Anand, who describes his career in dance as

the rate to increase across the younger age groups will make us

“unorthodox” having, in his early 20s, founded and run evening

a more confident place.

classes teaching Bollywood performances to enthusiasts
alongside his full-time job.
He continues: “People who are 55 and over are savvy using
the internet now, and there is going to be an opportunity going
forward; it is magical.
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“We must build back with kindness and understanding; all of
us have been deprived of social contact for such a long time

“Some people who live in rural Northumberland cannot
access Dance City easily, but our online classes mean they can
now participate and long may that continue.
“The café remains shut but we are totally reimagining it for
a September launch; that is the opportunity that COVID-19 has

“Until then, I would be awfully challenged by the idea that,
because some vulnerable people are vaccinated, we can
therefore all relax.”
Anand says this progressive approach will also help
performers and backstage operators, many of whom have been
forced to cool their heels - or indeed their dancing shoes during the pandemic.
He says: “So many people have not had access to work and
getting them back into a regular rhythm is going to be difficult.”
However, Anand says he is relishing the challenge,

given us,” continues Anand, who is trained in Kathak, a form of

particularly with culture having acted as a vital support anchor

classical Indian dance.

during the health crisis, and says Dance City’s more flexible

“Similarly, our theatre programme, which could have opened
on May 17 with social distancing measures in place, probably
won’t be back until the autumn.
“We could do some public-facing programmes, but we would
be held to a capacity of around 30 people in the theatre –

approach will be integral in society returning to something like
normality.
“It isn’t surprising that people accessed culture as a way of
living during the pandemic,” he says.
“Humanity was built for culture – we have been practicing it

that isn’t viable, and it also makes for quite a hollow audience

for millennia; Maslow’s hierarchy of needs study shows we are

experience for performers.”

not content as people if food and shelter is all we live for.

And while the financial element remains an important factor,

“Culture and cultural expression are innate in human form

Anand says the personal consequences of COVID-19 mean any

– you only have to see the reaction of an 18-month-old baby

fiscal impact will remain eclipsed by both his – and his team’s

dancing, unprompted, to music, to see that.

– desire to ensure people remain safe and return to venues on
their own terms.
He says: “It isn’t over until it is over; COVID-19 is not defeated
anywhere until it is defeated everywhere.
“Look at the end of January, when we were at the height of
our pandemic and where India was at the same time and look
now where the two countries are; we cannot be complacent.
“We need to rebuild peoples’ trust – they have to know our
buildings are safe.
“The public will be tentative for a long time and we must plan
that into our growth.
“It will be a slow burn and our programme will reflect that –

“And what we have been able to do during the pandemic
has been to ensure there were manifestable ways of accessing
culture. Otherwise, it would have been like forcing people to
watch television in black and white, when we know we have
multicolour.”
He adds: “Best laid plans can come to nothing, and our
flexibility and resilience, therefore, have to go hand-in-hand as a
new permanent feature in how we operate.
“We have adapted, and if we can remember one thing from
the pandemic, it must be that we should plan with our best foot
going forward while not forgetting the lessons of how well we
can respond if the situation deteriorates quickly.”
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From inspiration to innovation

Photo credit: NewcastleGateshead Initiative
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Through the KTP, CGL gained and embedded knowledge
including:
• which crops would work, and which would not

How Newcastle University is helping businesses make ideas a reality
Newcastle University
www.ncl.ac.uk
@UniofNewcastle

• what the full end-to-end requirements would be for crops such
as spelt and buckwheat
Gaining knowledge on processing and marketing these products
proved to be invaluable in CGL’s business case and decisionmaking processes.

Whether your business is a start-up, a scale-up or an

The university identifies and directly employs a KTP associate
to work exclusively on the project. KTP associates are overseen

The KTP has equipped CGL with the knowledge and ability to

long-term success.

by university academics and can help embed knowledge into

diversify, including:

your business.

• providing access to niche specialist markets

If you need help to bring your ideas to life, Newcastle
University could provide expertise and support to get you

• establishing new trading partners

started. The university offers a number of schemes that can

Long-term benefits for businesses

benefit businesses, including Knowledge Transfer Partnerships

As well as helping you to address specific business needs, a KTP

(KTPs) and the Arrow programme.

could also help you:

Following the project, CGL is anticipating seeing a ten-fold

• develop innovative business solutions

increase in sales turnover in alternative crops over the next

University, says: “At a time when so many businesses are facing

• increase profits

three-year period.

huge challenges, universities can play a key role in supporting

• gain entry to new markets

recovery and growth.

• grow new revenue streams

Mike Capaldi, dean of innovation and business at Newcastle
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Ten-fold increase in sales turnover anticipated

established company, innovation could play a key role in your

“We’re extremely proud of the work we do through KTPs and

• opening new UK supply chains

Case Study: Nebula Labs
Nebula Labs is a small technology company based in Newcastle,

Graeme Wyld, chief executive of Coastal Grains Limited,

specialising in mobile app development and bespoke software.
They were asked by Cobalt Business Park, in North Tyneside,
to automate an annual travel survey of workers, to make it faster,
more accurate and more cost-effective.

says the KTP was “an enriching experience, delivering tangible
benefits to all involved.”

Access to specialist data skills

the Arrow programme, which deliver real benefits to our local

The knowledge created through a KTP is transferred into the

economy and the wider business community.”

business and can help to support long-term profit generation:

ARROW – INNOVATION SUPPORT FOR NORTH EAST SMES

in digital technologies, they needed to enhance those skills with

typically, £250,000 to £750,000 within five years. This

Newcastle University’s Arrow programme is designed to make

additional data knowledge to develop the survey app.

distinguishes KTPs from a typical consultancy.

it easier for SMEs and start-ups based in the North East to

Read on to find out more about the schemes available and
how they’ve made a difference for businesses like yours.

For more than 40 years, KTPs have helped businesses

Although the Nebula Labs team have a great deal of expertise

collaborate with the university and boost innovation.

Nebula Labs approached Arrow and they were quickly
matched with the university’s National Innovation Centre for

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER PARTNERSHIPS – GAIN

become more competitive and productive through better use of

KNOWLEDGE DIRECTLY INTO YOUR BUSINESS

knowledge, technology and skills. The programmes are UK-wide

Arrow provides two routes for SMEs:

identify an off-the-shelf model that could be used to analyse the

If you have an idea for your business, but don’t have all the in-

and are part-funded by Innovate UK.

• Innovation Catalyst - which provides access to expertise

data. They recommended how it could be adapted and improved

• Innovation Accelerator - which enables up to £10,000 in match

with some additional coding.

house expertise you need to develop it, a KTP could help.
The idea of KTPs is to transfer knowledge from world-leading
research into businesses to help them expand their capabilities.

Businesses can choose to partner with a university which has
research specialisms in areas relevant to them. They can also

funding to enable projects or purchases

undertake further KTPs later down the line.

This could be a great step to take if you’re looking to develop
or create a new process, product or service.

Data (NICD). The NICD team then worked with Nebula Labs to

Dylan McKee, co-founder of Nebula Labs, says: “By gaining
Access to expertise

expertise from the National Innovation Centre for Data,

Case study: Coastal Grains Limited

Getting access to research expertise and facilities can be costly

facilitated through the Arrow scheme, we were able to come up

Coastal Grains Limited (CGL) is a farmer-owned co-operative. It

and difficult. The Arrow team can make this much easier, by

with a really good solution that pushed the boundary of the app

specialises in cleaning, drying, storing and marketing combinable

working with you to co-design a fully-funded project.

side of things and brought in some really intelligent machine

crops for 105 farmer members based in Northumberland, the
Scottish Borders and the Tyne Valley.
Gaining knowledge to giving farmers the confidence to

Projects can last for anything from a few days for delivering
a research and development project. Each project is led by an

Discover the benefits for yourself

academic and supported by an Arrow innovation associate.

If you’ve been inspired by the case studies featured here, why

diversify

not find out how Newcastle University could support your

As a co-operative, CGL wanted to fully understand the

Access to funding

opportunities for alternative crops that could be financially

If the intended project needs services and expertise from

profitable for its members.

outside the university, SMEs can access up to £10,000 in match

To discover more about developing a KTP, visit go.ncl.ac.uk/ktp

funding. This can be used to buy services or equipment for a

For information about Arrow, visit go.ncl.ac.uk/arrow

KTP project was developed to identify and market alternative

research and innovation project from other universities, research

If you’ve got an idea for a project and would like to discuss it

crops for organic and conventional farmers in the region.

institutes or private sector suppliers.

further, email business@ncl.ac.uk

Working in collaboration with Newcastle University, a two-year

Photo credit: NewcastleGateshead Initiative

learning.”

support for your start-up business, to up to three months for

business?
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EVENTS

EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENT

PAST EVENT

Chamber Showcase @ North East Expo LIVE | July 1, 2021 – 9am-3pm

Suzanne Barbour shares her story of building Barbour Coaching

CHAMBER SHOWCASE

INSPIRING FEMALES

Following the success of our virtual expos in 2020, the

diagnosed with cervical cancer and at

Chamber is once again delighted to partner with Fresh Start

the time was also going through a painful

Events on the Chamber Showcase @ North East Expo LIVE.

divorce.
Coping with a further two traumatic

The successful business tradeshow and exhibition will take

life events led her to research how to

place online on July 1.

build resilience and coping strategies.

Highlights will include fellow member exhibitors, seminars

As part of this personal and career

and workshops throughout the day, which will be free to attend

development, she realised how little

and offer fantastic networking opportunities.
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The event is free to attend online as a delegate or you can

advice there was for people who were

exhibit for £69. There is also an option to have a branded table

trying to recover from major emotional

in the lounge for £39.

trauma.
She found her past experiences

You can book your free delegate place via the Chamber
website. Seminars and networking can be found in the Chamber

enabled her to launch her successful

seminar area on the day.

coaching business, using what she had
overcome to support people and their

They will include:

families to move forward.

• Chamber Member Spotlight Networking

diagnosis, she is clear of cancer and

Now, four years on from her initial
coaches clients around the country.
• Putting Yourself in Your Customer’s Shoes – with Veronica
Suzanne’s top tips to build resilience are:

Swindale, nesma
• Chamber Connections Networking
• Workplace Wellbeing; the best way to look after yourself and
your colleagues – with Patrick Masheder (pictured)
• Digital Transformation; the time is now – a step-by-step

A successful County Durham business

provides me with a really valuable

coach, who has survived traumatic losses

approach to coaching other people.

during her life, shared tips on how to

help, but very often the same level of

Chamber of Commerce members.

emotional help is not easily found.”

approach to business growth – with Charlotte Fuller, CX

coaching service that aims to support

Charlotte

people who have suffered life-changing
illness or injury.

• Expert help to source the right funding and finance to grow
your business – with Julie Skevington, Sincero

Suzanne’s career began in the RAF,
before charity sector roles in the USA.

•T
 ake time out for yourself to do
something that makes you happy or
helps you relax and not feel guilty
about it

Her first position was with the Red
Cross, working with homeless pregnant

•T
 alking to someone has a massive

women on parenting, which was the only

positive impact on our mental

she was inspired to start her business

support organisation for them in the

wellbeing, whether that is a trusted

after her own traumatic losses, which

whole state of Nevada.

friend, family member or a coach/

In her presentation, she explained how

If you are interested in being an exhibitor and profiling

included the death of her mother from

your business on the day, please email

cancer when she was only six-years-old.

ashley.carney@neechamber.co.uk

to help you when and if you need them

“It is straightforward to get medical

be resilient with North East England
Suzanne Barbour has a specialist

•S
 urround yourself with the right people

She says: “I believe what I have
drawn from, in terms of my own internal
strength, and how I have built this,

She then worked for a homeless

counsellor. Talking can help us work

veterans’ charity, where she honed her

our problems through, help us connect

coaching skills to help people get their

with others that may have had similar

lives back on track.

experiences and help you see the

On her return to the UK, Suzanne was

challenge from another perspective
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AREA FOCUS: DARLINGTON

Full steam ahead on
growth journey

certain the DfE told their colleagues
about how smooth the process was back
in 2013.
“When the DfE announced plans to
leave its offices in the town’s Mowden
Hall, as a council we made it easy for the

Famed for its place in history as the cradle of the railways, Darlington now has its eyes set firmly on the
future. With an impending 1000-plus-job Government campus complementing £100 million railway station
redevelopment plans, a business park expansion and numerous cultural sector investments, the town is
moving forward at pace. Steven Hugill speaks to new Darlington Borough Council chief executive Ian Williams
to find out more

Government to continue doing business

Darlington Borough Council
www.darlington.gov.uk
@darlingtonbc

who praises the work of Tees Valley

here, rather than look elsewhere.
“And when it came to the new
campus, we had Feethams House to
show officials, and I think its readiness
really helped secure the jobs,” says Ian,
Mayor Ben Houchen and the combined
authority in bringing the roles to
Darlington.
The initiative to which Ian alludes

As he unfurls his blueprint for a

they know it is well located and has

from London, but it is a chance for us to

around Feethams House is also driving

prosperous Darlington, the rising sun

many of the attributes you would expect,

grow our own by linking with colleges

further commercial change elsewhere.

hangs over Ian Williams’ left shoulder.

but the key thing is how we work as

and universities,” he says.

Illuminating the spire of the town’s St
Cuthbert’s Church, the scene is, however,
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not a live picture but a pre-captured
shot on a video call.
Its effect, though, is no less symbolic,

an authority alongside business and
stakeholders to achieve more.”
Such collaboration was at the heart of
the town’s recent Government triumphs.
Across three headline-grabbing

“Certain departments are operating at

A short walk away, where railway
sidings once thrummed with activity,

different timelines, and we are hearing

Central Park stands as a growing

snippets of information that others are

commercial, educational and residential

interested too.

hub. Led by Business Central, the

“We will work with, and respond to,

council-owned SME hothouse managed

for Darlington is very much basking in

announcements, Whitehall earlier this

anyone who wants to come here.”

the warmth of a new dawn.

year confirmed at least 1350 posts will

That Darlington has been so

switch from London to Darlington in a

successful is, continues Ian, down

College’s campus, a CPI base focused

1350 Government jobs, an impending

new civil service campus as ministers

in no small part to its long-standing

on healthcare improvements and

£100 million railway station

seek to make good on their ‘levelling-up’

association with Whitehall’s myriad

the £22 million Teesside University

transformation and further development

promises.

operations, with both the Student Loans

National Horizons Centre that majors on

Company and Disclosure and Barring

bioscience innovation.

The imminent arrival of at least

of its Central Park business hub means

Primed to include Department

the town’s commercial landscape has a

for Business, Energy and Industrial

fresh glow to it.

Strategy teams alongside Treasury and

Service calling the town home.
Furthermore, a deal struck by the

by North East BIC, the site also marries
hundreds of homes with Darlington

Its presence, though, is about to
extend further, with contractors ready

international trade counterparts, the

council in 2013 to retain 400 Department

to start work on a development Ian calls

which has combined the refurbishment

base – for which site details are being

for Education (DfE) posts in a new space

“Business Central Two”.

of Darlington’s Edwardian Hippodrome

thrashed out – is expected to be at full

affixed to the town hall not only kept

He says: “We are delighted with

theatre with the creation of the DL1

capacity by 2025.

jobs in Darlington, but reveals Ian, has

the progress at Central Park; Business

since helped add nearly 300 extra roles.

Central has been a real success – there

Factor in cultural sector investment,

leisure complex on a former bus garage

For Ian, who took over as council

In addition, he says the authority’s
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site and the ongoing multi-million-pound

chief executive at the beginning of June,

renovation of its Victorian Covered

the jobs represent an endorsement

proactive decision to part-fund the

Market, and there is little wonder Ian has

of the authority’s economic strategy

building of Feethams House – a

such a sunny outlook.

that seeks to position Darlington as a

speculative £8.5 million, five-storey

scheme, offering ground floor laboratory

complemented by another blue-ribbon

says discussions have taken place with

well-connected and trusted commercial

Grade A office block also backed

workspace and upper floor office

project on the town’s eastern periphery,

interested parties.

location.

financially by the Tees Valley Combined

suites, and will play into Central Park’s

where Amazon operates a 1000-plus-

Authority and European Union Regional

innovative theme.

job delivery centre on land known as

Amazon fulfilment centre and worked

Symmetry Park.

really hard with the developer to do

“Our strategy is coming along quite
nicely,” he says.
“We all know about the challenges
facing town centres, but as a council we
are creating the conditions to deliver
success.
“When people talk about Darlington,

And he reveals yet more posts could
be headed for the town.
“These jobs represent superb
employment opportunities; yes, there
will be a number of people relocating

Development Fund (ERDF) – provided
an extra lure.
He says: “We have a bit of a track
record with civil service jobs, and I’m

are around 50 companies in there at
present.
“Business Central Two will be a hybrid

“We were able to draw on Government
funding alongside contributions from

And Ian reveals construction could be

In early May, development company

3500-job industrial estate, and Ian

“We delivered the North East’s first

that,” says Ian, who was previously the

the council and ERDF to make it happen,

Tritax Symmetry marketed the remaining

authority’s director of economic growth

and we’re very excited about.”

section of the site as a potential

and neighbourhood services.

AREA FOCUS: DARLINGTON

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : A Z E T S

Ian says the overhaul will bolster national connectivity and

Azets supports Middlesbrough
Empire on successful Arts
Council grant

strengthen local commuter links, making Darlington an even
more attractive commercial location.
He says: “We’ve known for a long time that the station needs
to take longer trains and their projected increased frequency.
“With that in mind, we lobbied hard and worked with Network

Azets, a top ten UK accounting, tax and business advisory firm and the largest regional professional services
firm for SMEs, worked with the team at the music and entertainment venue to secure funding support
following the COVID-19 pandemic

Rail, LNER and Tees Valley Combined Authority to put a
compelling case to Whitehall.
As the night-time economy reopens,

carried out at the Empire, to improve the

gateway to the Tees Valley,” adds Ian of the redevelopment,

the iconic Middlesbrough Empire

visitor experience. He continues: “We’ve

whose completion is planned to coincide with 200th anniversary

stands ready to open its doors thanks

spent the last 12 months refurbishing the

celebrations of the Stockton and Darlington Railway.

to a £350,000 grant from Arts Council

venue and installing brand new sound

England through its Cultural Recovery

systems and lighting rigs to improve the

Fund.

experience, as well as installing COVID-

“The upgrade is very important because Darlington is the

However, it isn’t just business passengers Ian has in mind when
it comes to the station’s renovation; Darlington’s cultural offer
means people – COVID-19 permitting – will soon be relying on
train services again for many social occasions.
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And following significant investment that reinvigorated the

the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic

pent-up demand and our reputation as

& Civic that created the £30 million DL1 cinema and restaurant

and thrive again as it transitions to a

the pre-eminent venue in the North East

complex, Ian says further projects are underway to maintain the

sustainable business model following

should help us thrive in the future.

momentum.

more than a year of closure.

next?’ and we’re pretty hopeful of winning another scheme in the
next 12 months.”
However, for Darlington to achieve its future aims, Ian says it
must play on the strengths of its past, particularly 1825 and the
steam powered pioneers of the Stockton and Darlington Railway.
And to help it do so, a major transformation of the town’s
Bank Top station – earmarked for completion by December 2024
– is ready to be rolled out.
Promising a transport interchange and three new platforms,

its weight in gold.”
Andrew, a partner at Azets in the
North East, says he was delighted to
have supported Ashley and his team.

funding despite going through the

as plans to add town centre residential space.

the complex funding submission,

application process, so we’re trying to

providing financial information to

support them in whatever way we can.

support the application. Azets has
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institutions in the region didn’t receive

Rowe, helped the Empire’s team navigate

“From stocking products, from Fight

He says: “I’m thrilled to see such an
iconic venue bouncing back in style.
“The night-time economy sector is

advised the team for a number of years

Back lager and ales and Signature Brew,

hugely important to our region, and I

from the Government to enhance our culture and heritage

and was instrumental in supporting its

where a proportion of a sale goes to

wish those businesses all the best as they

activity.

members through the pandemic.

supporting grassroots music venues in

reopen.

“That includes the market, which is going to be a real

“It has also now enabled the developer to start thinking ‘what

A team from Azets, led by Andrew

“We’re also aware that many arts

Victorian Covered Market and its historic shopping yards, as well

“And we’re now building on that with Towns Fund support

Darlington postcode.

“I’m confident we’ll come back bigger

Hippodrome theatre, and a partnership with developer Urban

“We have brought the modern and old together at the

with something like 55 per cent of the jobs held by people with a

19-secure toilets among other things.
and better than before. There is a lot of

Hippodrome and its looks fantastic,” says Ian.

and needed, and it has brought a fantastic employment boost,

needed helping hand for the venue
to help the cultural gem recover from

They include a multi-million-pound facelift of Darlington’s

“They saw we had the ability to deliver what Amazon wanted

The funding will provide a much-

Ashley Wem, Middlesbrough Empire

feature in the evening economy thanks to new outside dining

managing director, says: “To say the

experiences and music venues.

last year has been a rollercoaster for us

“We have refreshed the yards using Towns Fund money too,
which has already attracted new independent operators, and
opened a ten-pin bowling alley that is proving really popular.
“And, subject to planning, we’re aiming to convert a building
that once housed Argos and Cash Converters into small retail

would be an understatement.
“Upon closing the doors on March 23
2020, we naively expected to reopen a
couple of months later.
“Fast forward to now and it’s thanks

kiosks at the front and a town courtyard with houses at the

to the funding we’ve received that we’re

back.”

able to bring back the team and plan

the UK, we want to show solidarity to

“Investing in a thriving cultural sector

other venues across the North East.”

at the heart of communities is a vital part

And Ashley says the Empire’s future
owes a lot to the guidance of Azets,
which he describes as “high quality”.
“Azets were such an asset to us,” adds
Ashley.
“Without Azets, we wouldn’t have
been successful in getting the grant.
“Andrew was available 24/7 and was
always on hand to deal with queries.

He continues: “We are on a journey.

for our reopening. Our first few events

“This council has never been afraid to invest, but growth

have sold out in record time and we’re

“To have that support was invaluable.

optimistic about the future.

“Azets are down to earth, speak my

is not achieved by pulling one lever alone, which is why our
partnerships with property owners, businesses and other
stakeholders are – and will remain – so important.
“We’ve done a hell of a lot over the last six or seven years, and
the impetus we have is only going to keep accelerating.”

“We’re looking forward to the return
of our fantastic live audiences to breathe
life and energy back into the Empire.”
Ashley says a lot of work has been

language and are part of my team.
“My advice to other firms is get the
best accountant you can afford.
“High quality business advice is worth

of helping the North East to recover from
the pandemic.
“We’ve worked with a number of
businesses in the region, both large
and small, on grant applications and
supporting them through the pandemic.
“There is still funding available for
businesses, and I’d encourage people to
get in touch.
“We can help them identify
appropriate grants and support them
through the process.”
For more information, contact Andrew
Rowe at andrew.rowe@azets.co.uk
www.azets.co.uk | @AzetsUK

CO N TAC T

Meet your membership team
The team is always on hand
to help members in growing
their knowledge, influence and
connectivity. As part of an
extensive network, if we don’t
know the answer, we probably
know someone who does –
get in touch!

Rachel Thompson

Clare McCabe

Medium & Global Relationship Manager

Small Business Relationship Manager

07833480474

Area: North Tyneside & Northumberland

rachel.thompson@neechamber.co.uk

01913746487

www.linkedin.com/in/rachel-thompson

07850740646

@NEEChamberRachT

clare.mccabe@neechamber.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/in/neechamber-clare
@NEEChamberClare

Michelle Ord
Jennifer Rycroft

Senior Relationship Manager,

Director Membership,

Presidents Club

Julie Charlton

01913746461

01913120067 / 07392317728

Small Business Relationship Manager

07867541467

michelle.ord@neechamber.co.uk

Area: South Tyneside,

jennifer.rycroft@neechamber.co.uk

www.linkedin.com/in/michelle-ord

Sunderland and East Coast

www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-rycroft

@NEEChamberMiche

01913120077 / 07980259991
julie.charlton@neechamber.co.uk

@NEEChamberJen

www.linkedin.com/in/juliecharlton
@neechamberjac1
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Tom Warnock
Erin Knight

Senior Relationship Manager,

Partner Engagement & Sponsorship

Presidents Club

Manager

01642329504 / 07714845617

Abigail Turner

01913746453 / 07747885896

tom.warnock@neechamber.co.uk

Small Business Relationship Manager

erin.knight@neechamber.co.uk

www.linkedin.com/in/tom-warnock

Area: Gateshead, Durham, 		

www.linkedin.com/in/erin-knight

@NEEChamberTom

North Darlington
01913120075

@NEEChamberErin

07912478961
abigail.turner@neechamber.co.uk
Richard Addison

www.linkedin.com/in/abigail-

Julie Digman

Membership Executive, 		

turner-863697126

Medium & Global Relationship Manager

Larger Business & Global

@NEEChamberAbi

01913746441

01913120060

07912478964

richard.addison@neechamber.co.uk

julie.digman@neechamber.co.uk

www.linkedin.com/in/richard-addison

www.linkedin.com/in/julie-digman

@NEEChamberRich

Alison Preston
Small Business Relationship Manager

@NEEChamberJules

Area: Teesside, Darlington South,
North Yorkshire
Lynsey Fairless

01913120079

Michael Dickinson

Small Business Relationship Manager

07833480474

Medium & Global Relationship Manager

Area: Newcastle

alison.preston@neechamber.co.uk

01913746478

01913120064

www.linkedin.com/in/alison-preston-

07850740645

07834444627

7ab11850

michael.dickinson@neechamber.co.uk

lynsey.fairless@neechamber.co.uk

@NEEChamberAli

www.linkedin.com/in/michael-dickinson

www.linkedin.com/in/lynsey-fairless

@NEEChamberMike

@NEEChamberLyns
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